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1.0 INT 70DifcTIoM

The Duke Power Ccmpany (applicant), by application dated Novtebs; 28,
r

1966, and subsequent amendments, has requested a license to cons ract 1.md

operate three pressurized water reactors, identified as Unies 1, 2 and 3.

at its Oconee Nuclear Station in Oconee County, South Carolina.

Each of the three proposed reactors would operate at core power levels
1

up to 2452 Mw thermal. The nuclear steam supply system is, however, cesigned

for 2568 Mw(t) and the applicant anticipates that the reactor will ulticactly

prove capable of operating at that power level. For this reason, the design

f of the major systems and components of the proposed facility, including the
i

) emergency cooling systems and the containment structure, which bear signifi- *

,

cantly on the acceptability of the facility under the site criteria guide-

lines identified in 10 CFR Part 100, have been analyzed and evaluated by the'

"

applicant and the regulatory staff at a power level of 2568 Mw(t) . The

thermal and hydraulic characteristics of the reactor core were analyzed and

evaluated at 2452 Mw(t) even though the applicant believes that eventually

the core will also prove to be capable of operating at higher power levels.

Before operation at any power level above 2452 Mw(t) is authorized by the

Commission, the Commission must perform a safety evaluation to assure that

the core can be operated safely at the higher power level.

The technical safety review of the proposed plant which has been performed

by the Commission's regulatory staff has been based on the applicant's

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and five subsequent amencments

all of which are contained in the application. In the course of our review,

of the material submitted, we held a number of meetings with representatives

i
i

l

- - .--
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of the applicant and the nuclear steam system supplier, the Babcock and

Wilcox Company (B&W), to discuss the proposed plant and to clarify the

technical material submitted. In addition, the Commission's Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) has also considered this project

and has met and discussed it with both the applicant and us. The report

of the ACRS is included as Appendix A. A chronology of the meetings and

principal correspondence is given in Appendix B. Reports by our consult-

ants on meteorology, hydrology, geology, seismicity, seismic design and

environmental considerations are included in Appendices C through G.
*

The review and evaluation of the proposed design and construction

plans of the applicant at this, the construction permit stage, is only

the first stage of a continuing review of the design, construction and

operation of the nuclear power plants. Prior to issuance of an operating

license for each facility, we will review the final design thoroughly to

determine that all the Commission's safety requirements have been met.

The units would then be operated only in accordance with the terms of the
<

operating licenses and the Commission's regulations and under the continued

scrutiny of the Commission's regulatory staff.

The issues to be considered, and on which findings must be made by an
j atomic safety and licensing board before the requested license may be
!

issued, are set forth in the Notice of Hearing issued by the Commission

and published in the Federal Register on July 27, 1967, 32 F.R. 10996.

|
|
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l.0 I!Tn0Dt;cTIcp

i

The Duke Power Compeny (applicant), by application dated Nevtm5sr 23,

1966,-and subsequent amendmants, has requested a license to cons rue: sed

operate three pressurized water reactors, identified as Units 1 , 2 ar.d .

at its Oconee Nuclear Station in Oconee County, South Carolina.

Each of the three proposed reactors would operate at core poser levels

up to 2452 Mw thermal. The nuclear steam supply system is, however, cesigstd

for 2568 Mw(t) and the applicant anticipates that the reactor will ulticats'/.

prove capable of operating at that power level. For this reason, the design

of the major systems and components of the proposed facility, including thz

emergency cooling systems and the containment structure, which bear signifi-

cantly on the acceptability of the facility under the site criteria guide-

lines identified in 10 CFR Part 100, have been analyzed and evaluated by the

applicant and the regulatory staff at a power level of 2568 Mw(t) . Thei

thermal and hydraulic characteristics of the reactor core were analyzed and

j evaluated at 2452 Mw(t) even though the applicant believes that eventually

the core will also prove to be capable of operating at higher power levels.

] Before operation at any power level above 2452 Mw(t) is authorized by the

Commission, the Commission must perform a safety evaluation to assure that
4

the core can be operated safely at the higher power level.

The technical safety review of the proposed plant which has been performed

by the Commission's regulatory staff has been based on the applicant's

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and five subsequent amenceents

all of which are contained in the application. In the course of cur review

of the material submitted, we held a number of meetings with representatives

,- ,- - . - - -
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of the applicant and tne nuclear steam system supplier, the Babcock and

Wilcox Company (B&W), to discuss the proposed plant and to clarify the

technical material submitted. In addition, the Commission's Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safeguards ( ACRS) has also considered this project

and has met and discussed it with both the applicant and us. The report

of the ACRS is included as Appendix A. A chronology of the meetings and4

principal correspondence is given in Appendix B. Reports by our consult-
.

ants on meteorology, hydrology, geology, seiamicity, seismic design and

environmental considerations are included in Appendices C through G.

The review and evaluation of the proposed design and construction

plans of the applicant at this, the construction permit stage, is only

the first stage of a continuing review of the design, construction and

operation of the nuclear power plants. Prior to issuance of an operating

license for each facility, we will review the final design thoroughly to

determine that all the Commission's safety requirements have been met.

The units would then be operated only in accordance with the terms of the

operating licenses and the Commission's regulations and under the continued

scrutiny of the Commission's regulatory staff.

The issues to be considered, and on which findings must be made by an

atomic safety and licensing board before the requested license may be

issued, are set forrh in the Notice of Hearing issued by the Commission

and published in the Federal Register on July 2 7, 19 67, 32 F.R. 10996,

t
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2.0 SITE

2.1 Description

The site for the proposed units is in eastern Oconee County, South

Carolina, about 8 miles northeast of Seneca, South Carolina. The exclusion

area will have a 1 mile radius (from the center of Unit 2), the low popula-

tion distance is at least 6 miles and the nearest population center is

Anderson, South Carolina, population 41,000, located 21 miles southeast of

the site. The following table gives the 1965 population figures at various

distances from the proposed site as well as a projected estimate for the

year 2010:

Distance (miles) 1965 2010

0-5 2,200 3,000
5-10 34,000 46,000
10-20 53,000 73,000

By 1985 when the shoreline of the future Lake Keowee, which will be

formed by the Keowee Dam, at the site, and the Little River Dam about 4 miles

south of the site, will be fully developed, a transient population of about

7500 on a summer weekend is estimated in the vicinity of the lake.

All land within the exclusion area boundary will be either owned by

Duke,or controlled by contractual arrangement. Three residences within the

exclusion area will be owned by Duke but leased as single family residences

with the provision that the occupants will immediately evacuate the exclusion
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area upon notification by Duke. The nearest residence is 4100 feet from

the center of the Unit 2 reactor building. We believe that these occupied

residences may be permitted on site because of their distance from the

reactor structures and because the applicant has control over the evacuation

of these residents.

The reactors will take cooling water from the future Lake Keowee.

The earthen fill Keowee and Little River Dams will be designed to withstand

the maximum hypothetical earthquake acceleration of 0.1 g (on bedrock)

postulated for the site. An earthen dam will also be required to complete

one side of the intake canal. Our seismic design consultants, Drs. N. M.

Newnark and W. J. Hall, have reviewed the design of the dams and conclude

that the dams will withstand the maximum hypothetical earthquake postulated

for the site. Their report is attached as Appendix F.

An underwater earthen weir will be located in the intake canal to

provide a cooling pond between the weir and the intske canal dike in the

event that Lake Keowee should be drawn down excessively. The ACRS has

recommended that careful attention be paid to the design and construction

of this weir to avoid soil instability and hydraulic erosion and our

consultants will examine the final design of the earthen weir to this end.

The topography of the site is used to advantage by using the hydro-

electric plants in the Keowee Dam as an emergency power source and by using

gravity flow from the intake canal to the tailrace of the hydro plants for

emergency condenser cooling.
|

I

|
|
L
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2.2 Meteorology

:The valley bel' w the three units- and below the Keowee ' Dam gives riseo

to a possible drainage flow of air idto the valley. The meteorological

model 6 sed for accident dose calculations is based on the' drainage of air

down the river ~ valley with no' loss from the valley and the assumption

that Pasquill Type F meteorology prevails in conjunction with low wind speeds.

As discussed in Section 8.0 of this report, this model leads to doses within

the 10 CMI Part 100 = guidelines 'during the maximum hypothetical accident.
~

The Environme~ntal Meteorology Branch of the Institute for Atmospheric

Sciences has reviewed the proposed meteorological assumptions and has indi-

cated in its reports, attached as Appendix C, that the model is appropriately

conservative. The applicant also proposes to conduct an on-site meteorological

program to verify the meteorologica1 ' assumptions utilized.

2.3 Geology and Hydrology

The reactor structures will be founded on Piedmont granite gneisses.

The information submitted by the applicant on geologic conditions indicates
,

no unusual design or construction considerations. The US Geological Survey

consultant recommends that critical structures should not be located so that

they cross a saprolite cut-fill interface and that fill should be-so located
|
|

as to avoid impingement on critical structures in the event of slope failure. |

Class I structures, which are the critic . F ruccures in these units, will
'

conform to the above recommendatior .c

|

!

! l

I
_ . . -

'
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Flood studies were made by the applicant on the reservoirs and a

maximum hypothetical precipitation of 26.6 inches in 48 hours was used to

establish a maximum reservoir flood elevation. The maximum flood level cal-

culated for Lake Keowee was 808 ft msl, 8 ft above the full pond level.

The crest of the dams on Lake Keowee will be 815 feet. Our.U. S.

Geological Survey consultant has stated that flooding of the site from

this calculated maximum probable flood does not appear to be possible

because of the location of high ground between the containment structures

and the lake. The hydrology and geology reports referenced above are

attached as Appendix D.

2.4 Seismology

The applicant has proposed a design earthquake resulting in a maximum

ground acceleration of 0.05 g. In addition, for a ground acceleration of

0.1 g on bedrock and 0.15 g cn overburden, the plant will be designed so

that there will be no impairment of function of critical structures and

components. The above values are in accord with the recommendations of

the US Coast and Geodetic Survey in their report on the seismicity of the

site, attached as Appendix E.

2.5 Environmental Monitoring

The applicant has described the scope of an environmental monitoring

program to be conducted during construction and operation of the plant.

The program will include the monitoring of airborne particulate material,
.

;

!
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I water, soil and silt, vegetation, milk, and fish and animal life. The

applicant has cooperated with the Fish and Wildlife Service in developing

the monitoring program as indicated by the report dated April 24, 1967,
!

by the Fish and Wildlife Service attached as Appendix G. We believe the

i scope of the program is adequate. -

On the basis of the discussion in Section 2.0, we conclude that the
.

site is acceptable for the proposed units..

,

,

:
a

i

i

|
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3.0 NUCLEAR STEAM SYSTEM DESIGN *

3.1 Sur :rv Description

Each nuclear steam supply system consists of a light water moderated

and cooled pressurized water reactor (PWR) which transfers reactor heat to

two once-through steam generators from which steam passes to a turbine-

generator unit. The low-enrichment UO Pellet fuel is held in zirconium
2

rods 0.4 inch in diameter and about 12 feet in idngth. Tha fuel rods are

held in place by perforated can fuel assemblies which have eight lateral

grid spacers over the 12-foot length in addition to the two end fittings.

Each assembly contains 208 fuel pins,16 control pin guide tubes and one

in-core instrument guide tube (a 15 x 15 array) .

The core is comprised of 177 of these fuel assemblies which rest on

the lower grid plate which is attached to the core support barrel which

is in turn attached to the reactor vessel wall near the top of the vessel.

The core obtains lateral support from the center grid plate, located at

the top of the fuel assemblies. An upper grid plate above the core provides

lateral guidance for the control rod assemblies.

Reactivity control is accomplished by 69 control rod cluster assemblies

and by liquid poison (boric acid) in the reactor coolant. Each control rod

cluster assembly consists of 16 stainless steel tubes containing a silver-

indium-cadmium alloy which are connected to a " spider" assembly at the top

so that the 16 poison filled tubes act as a unit. The control cluster assembly

*Since the three units proposed to be built by the applicant are essentially

identical, descriptive information contained in this Safety Evaluation is for

the most part stated in terms of a single unit. Where there are differences

between the units, these will be identified.
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is withdrawn and inserted by a rack and pinion drive assembly mounted on

the reactor vessel head and driven through a magnetic clutch by a synchro-

nous motor. If a rapid reactor shutdown is desired, the control assembly

may be dropped by gravity into the core by releasing the magnetic clutch.

As the fuel is depleted criticality is maintained by removing the liquid

poison from the system by a chemical addition and control system.

The nuclear flux level is monitored by neutron detectors external to

the reactor vessel and by 51 in-core chambers which are inserted through

the bottom head of the vessel and into the fuel assembly guide tubes in

selected locations. Either the nuclear flux level, high or low reactor

system pressure, high coolant temperature, or low coolant flow can initiate

a reactor trip through the reactor protection instrumentation which

deenergizes the magnetic clutches on the control rods and scrams the reactor.

Water heated (from about 555 F to about 600 F at 2200 psi) while

passing upward through the reactor core exits from the reactor vessel

through two 36-inch diameter lines near the top of the vessel. Each

" hot leg" enters the top of a once-through steam generator. The primary

coolant passes downward through the steam gnerator within a bank of tubes

where it is cooled by water and steam (at about 5300 F and 900 psi) on the

shell side. The coolant is returned to the reactor vessel from the bottom

of the steam generators through four " cold legs" (two from each steam

genera tor) . Each cold leg contains a reactor coolant pump which provides

the circulatory driving force.

.
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Stean generated on the shell side of the steam generators is super-

heated by about 35 F before passing through steam lines to a turbine-
,

generator unit outside the containment building. After passing through

the turbine , the low-pressure steam is condensed in the turbine condenser

and returned as feedwater to the steam generators by electrically driven

condensate booster pumps in series with steam driven feedwater pumps.

The pressure vessel and primary system piping, steam generators,

i control rod drives, instrumentation, core internals and the first core

fuel for each unit will be supplied by the Babcock and Wilcox Company

(B&W). The steam turbine will be purchased from the General Electric

Company.

The B&W system design is, on the whole, not unlike other recent

pressurized water reactor designs. The fuel enrichment, fuel design

and arrangement of the core internals are similar while differing in

design decail. The preposed design is founded on proven concepts and
I

its similarity to other current designs for pressurized water nuclear

plants provides a degree of assurance that a reactor of this type can

be success fully built and operated.

The only subsystem of the nuclear steam system which differs sub-

stantially in design concept from current practice and experience is

the once-through steam generator which provides slightly superheated steam

to the turbine-generator. Other subsystems such as the rack and pinion

control rod drives and the instrumentation are new designs but are based

on experience with similar concep'ts. These systems will be discussed in

more detail in following sections of this report.
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3.2 Nuclear Design

The light water moderated and cooled core has been designed to allow

operation at 2452 Mw thermal to an average fuel burnup of 28,000 megawatt

days per metric ton of uranium. The total clean cold excess reactivity is
about 30% [;k/k. About 10% /hk/k is held by the control cluster assemblies

and the remainder by soluble poison. The reactor can be made subcritical

by1%_Skikwiththehighestworthcontrolclusterstuckoutofthecore

at hot conditions by inserting the other 68 control assemblies. A s imilar

margin can be obtained at cold conditions by insertion of soluble poison.

The reactivity worth of the control cluster assemblies and the rate at

which reactivity can be added by the rods or by the soluble poison system

is limited to ensure that credible reactivity accidents cannot cause damage

to the system or cause extensive fuel failure.

The nuclear design objectives and limits are similar to other pressur-

ized water reactors now under construction. The control clusters have fewer

poison pins per cluster but a larger total number of control poison pins

than other designs which is reflect.+d in the larger reactivity increment

held by control rods (10% versus about 7%) and lower operational boron con-

centrations.

A slightly different first-core UO2 enrichment has been indicated for

Unit 2 than for Unit 1. This is a consequence of the applicant's plans to
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use part of the irradiated Unit i fuel in the initial core loading for

Unit 2, schedule permitting. We will review this proposal at the operat-

ing license stage. It is mentioned here to indicate that restrictions

might be placed on the startup procedures of a new unit with irradiated

fuel in the initial core. Unit 3 will have a fuel loading schedule inde-

pendent of Units 1 and 2.

This core, as others of this size and type, is predicted to have a

positive moderator temperature ccefficient of reactivity under first cycle

operating conditions. The positive coefficient has been calculated by

the applicant to be about 0.9 x 10-0 dL k/k/ F at the beginning of core

life. This is calculated to correspond to a maximum 0.57. dL k/k in reactivity

which could be inserted by a reduction in moderstor density. If this reac-

tivity were inserted during a loss-of-coolant accident caused by the break

of the largest system pipe, about 2 full power seconds of energy would be

released. The resulting increase in peak fuel temperature caused by such a

transient would be acceptable, based on the present calculations. An

acceptable value of the positive moderator temperature coefficient will be

set at the operating license stage, based on the final design and more

refined accident calculations. The applicant has stated that the reduction

of this coefficient is feasible. The addition of stainless-steel shims

would reduce the coefficient to about 0.44 x 10-4 /\k/k/0F and addition of

2000 ppm natural boron to the shims would eliminate the positive coefficient.

.

1

i
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Although we are continuing to evaluate the magnitude of the energy added

during a loss-of-coolant accident, we believe that the proposed core

design can be accepted at this time since the applicant has demonstrated

that, if necessary, the positive coefficient can be reduced or eliminated

to bring the consequences of the applicable accident within acceptable

Ibnits.

The applicant's calculations indicate the stability margin with

respect to xenon oscillations is least for the axial direction and that

azimuthal and radial oscillations are unlil ely. The applicant has stated

that although axial xenon oscillations are not expected, further analysis

will be made on final core parameters. If it is found that oscillations

could occur, a method for controlling the oscillations will be developed.

Calculations have been made to illustrate the ability of control rods with

a short poison section to control a divergent xenon oscillation. Since

xenon oscillations are relatively slow changes and since the flux imbalance i

could be detected on the proposed instrumentation, we believe that this

method of control is feasible and that analytical and, if necessary, control

techniques can be developed prior to the operating stage. Manipulation of

the normal control cluster assemblies or power reduction can also be used

to prevent or correct, to some extent, the undesirable effects of xenon

oscillations.
|

,
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3.3 Mechanical Design

The reactor internals are designed to withstand steady-state and

anticipated operational transients and in addition are designed to resist

the effects of seismic disturbances and blowdown forces resulting from

a primary system pipe break.

Reactor internals will be fabricated from SA-240 (Type 304) stainless

steel and will be designed within the allowable stress levels permitted

by the ASME Code Section III, Table N-421 except that the allowable stress

levels have been increased by abouc 107. for the one-time loading which

might be imposed by blowdown forces. Radiographic requirements on welds

will also be in accordance with Section III o'f the code. We believe that

the proposed design stress levels are conservative and that the higher

allowable stress levels specified for the blowdown transient are acceptable

in the light of the maximum one-time, if ever, blowdown load and the con-

servative stress margins specified by the code.

The fuel assemblies are designed for steady-state and transient

conditions under the combined effects of flow-induced vibration, reactor

pressure, fission gas pressure, fuel growth and thermal strain. The cold-

worked Zircaloy-4 cladding is designed to be free-standing. The fuel rod

spacers are designed to maintain spacing between the fuel rods but to permit

thermal expansion of the rod. Structural stability is obtained from a

perforated can assembly around the 15 by 15 array (which includes 16 stainless-

steel control pin guide tubes and one in-core instrument guide tube as well
i

as the Zircaloy-clad UO2 Pellet fuel) .

.

..
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The centrol cluster travel is designed so that the control pins are

cluays sagagsd in che fuel assembly control pin guide tubes, ensuring that

the control assembly can. be dropped into the ca re when required. Each pin

of the cluster is also guided above the cora by tubes slotted to allow

passage of the spider connection. The internals are designed to ensure

that the dycamic leading resulting from a loss-of-coolant bicwdown will

not prevent insertion of the control cluster assemblies. The stresses

imposed on the control cluster during scram are minimized by a snubbing

mechanism in the rod drive housing and by designing the assembly for the

deceleration loads.

We believe that the loads considered for the design of the reactor

internals and the stress combination considered in the fuel design form

appropriate design bases for these components.

3.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design

The reactor core is designed to operate at a steady state power level

of 2452 megawatts thermal corresponding to an average linear heat generation

rate of 5.4 kw per foot ot fuel rod and a peak of 17.5 kw per foot. The

calculated maximum fuel temperature is about 4160 F and the average fuel

temperatere abou'. 1385 F.

Although the turbine-generator unit and other equipment is sized for j

a higher core power level (2568 Mwt) and the fission product release studies |

are based on this higher power level, the application is for a core power

level of 2452 Mwe and we have reviewed the thermal-hydraulic characteristics

of the core at this power level.

|
|
|

|
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The reactor core is designed (1) to prevent fuel melting at the design

overpower of 1147. (2680 Mut),. (2) to provide a high degree of assurance

that no departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) will be experienced in the

core, and (3) to maintain steam voids in the hettest channel at a level

well below the threshold of flow instability. The design overpower is the

highest credible reactor power which could result from foreseeable reactor

operational transients which are terminated by reactor protective system

actic . (which is initiated at 107.57. full power) .

The thermal and hydraulic design evaluation presented in the PSAR
*

made use of the BAW-168 heat transfer relationship to establish that DNB
i

would not be reached at the 1147. overpower condition. A probability study

was included in the analysis as a means of demonstrating the sensitivity of

the analysis to the various input parameters and to allow an expression of

the fraction of the core endangered when at various hot channel DNB ratios.

The corner and side channels in each fuel assembly present a unique

design problem since the flow in these channels will be significantly reduced

by the friction drag of the perforated fuel assembly cans. To compensate for

the reduced mass flow rate (lb/hr/ft ) in these channels B&W has increased2

the flow area to give approximately the same total mass flow (lb/hr) as in

the unit cells within the bundle. B&W further substantiated the design by

the results of rod bundle burnout tests of similar geometry but with axially

uniform heating. These results were corrected to fit the actual non-uniform

(

l
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case by use of a correction factor obtained from single rod burnout data.

The applicant further stated that axially non-uniform bundle tests, s tnilar

in geometry to the proposed design, are being run as part of the research

and development program at B&W and that the results of these tests will be

applied to the final thermal design.

The nuclear and engineering hot channel factors used in the analysis

were " design" values - worse than the expected (nominal) values .but were

not maximized to give an ext reme worst case. In response to our request,

an analysis was submitted for the unit, corner and wall flow channels

using extreme worst case values for the hot channel factors and cell

dimensions. This analysis included a design check with the Westinghouse

W-3 correlation as well as confirmation of the design by the rod bundle

burnout data described above.

We agree that the allowable design heat flux should be designated

as a research and development item. On the basis of the preltninary

research results submitted it appears that B&W will be able to justify

the chosen physical parameters and design limits on the basis of its pro-

gram of rod bundle burnout tests. We have the added assurance, however,

that the design could be approved on the basis of the W-3 correlation if

necessary.

The present proposal differs in design from previous plants of this

type in that it will have fewer outlet than inlet loops and only two outlet

pipes on a large core. The coolant distribution within the reactor vessel

must therefore be investigated and the associated pressure drops established.

|
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The applicant has stated that a research and development program is

underway to measure flow distribution in the core, fluid mixing in the

vessel and core, and the distribution of pressure drop within t'e vessel.

These tests will be conducted on a 1/6 scale model of the vessel and

internals. In addition, flow distribution, pressure drop, and mixing data

will be obtained with a full scale fuel bundle test assembly and on various

models of reactor flow cells.

We have reviewed the development program as described above and believe

that the scale model testing and the full scale fuel bundle testing are

adequate to provide the necessary information and we therefore believe that

the proposed program is acceptable.

3.5 Rod Drive Design

The control rod drives originally proposed for the Oconee units were

to be a new design using a nutating disk drive system. Due to development

problems related to materials used in the nutating drive, the application

was amended to provide a drive mechanism utilizing conventional components.

The drive mechanism now proposed is a rack and pinion device driven

by a synchronous stepping motor through a worm gear redue'r, unidirectional

clutch and magnetic clutch, drive shaft and miter gear set. The drive is

operated in primary coolant up to the magnetic clutch where a buffer seal

and rotary seal prevent leakage of primary coolant.

t

.
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The mechanism is housed in two pressure housings: (1) The rack

housing is connected to the reactor vessel head and provides guides for

the rack, hydraulic snubber and spring stops for the rack, and support

for the drive shaft housing and drive motor assembly; (2) The drive shaf t

housing is vertical and parallel to the rack housing and provides align-

ment and support for the rotating drive shaft and miter gear set and the

buffer seal assembly. These housings, one set for each of the 69 control

assemblies, are designed to the ASNE Code, Section III, for 2500 psig and

650 F. The two housings are joined at the pinion shaft, near the reactor
,

|

vessel head, by a bolted, double sealed joint. All gasketed joints are

sealed by two Conoseal-type gaskets and pressure testing taps are provided

between the gaskets.

The rack is directly connected to the spider of the cluster control

assembly by a ball and socket positive latch mechanism. The rack is

decelerated during scram by a hydraulic snubber assembly contained in the

rack housing above the pinion shaft. The snubber causes deceleration of all
'

'

of the moving parts in the drive mechanism up to the magnetic and unidirec-

tional clutches. A bottoming spring washer assembly is provided at the

bottom of the snubber to absorb and end-of-scram stroke impact.

The drive shaft assembly including the miter gear set rotates to drive

the pinion shaft. The drive shaft is actually two splined shafts supported

by bearings at the ends and at the center connection to prevent shaft whip-

ping and to assure that the critical speed of the drive shaft is not reached

during a scram.
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The buf fer seal assembly design is *imilar to that for seals now in

use for Consolidated Edison Unit 1, the NS Savannah, the SM Army, the

Elk River and BONUS reactors. The major difference is that the seal will

work in a vertical orientation with a rotating shaft.

The drive motor assembly utilizes a worm gear reducer to prevent

torque from being transferred to the drive motor in the event an upward

force is applied to the rack. A unidirectional clutch will be provided

within the magnetic clutch to provide for drive r indown after scram and
,

to prevent upward movement of the rack without a rod withdrawal signal

frcm the control system. This type of device has been employed in the
' drive mechanisms of the Lacrosse Boiling Water Reactor to serve the

same function.

Normal rod withdrawal and insertion requires that the magnetic

clutch be energized. Scram is accomplished by deenergizing the clutch.
)

The components of the drive that operate in reactor coolant will be

capable of performing their. function at 6500 F. The seal water injection

to the buffer seal is expected to maintain the drive components at a lower

temperature. -

As indicated in the above description, the rod drives are an assemblage

of components of known ch racteristics. Duke has proposed a development

program to fully test the proposed design to demonstrate that the design

objectives are met.

i
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Our review of the proposed design indicates that no unusual problems

are apparent. We agree with the applicant's design objectives and believe

that the development program will provide an acceptable control rod drive^

mechanism.

3.6 Instrumentation and Control

3.6.1 Reactor Protection System
4

The reactor protection system monitors vital reactor parameters and

automatically causes reactor shutdown when predetermined conditions estab-

lished for each parameter have been exceeded. The parameters monitored

include (1) high reactor power, as measured by neutron flux, (2) low reactor

coolant flow, (3) high reactor outlet temperature, and (4) high or 1:w-

reactor pressure.'

The system consists of four identical and independent protection

channels, each terminating in a bistable and trip relay. Each of the above

parameters is monitored by four channels which are coincident and redundant.

The output of each channel of a monitored parameter controls one of four

logic channels. The outputs of the logic channel trip relays are combined

in a two-out-of-four configuration to operate four circuit breakers which

deenergize the two a.c. input circuits feeding the rod drive (d.c.) power

supplies. A trip results if one of the two circuit breakers in one a.c.

line and one in the other line are opened. Each a.c. line furnishes power

to one of the clutch power supplies. Diodes at the d.c. outputs permit

testing of the final trip circuits during reactor operation.

. 1,

|
1

9
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The nuclear instrumentation has eight channels of neutron information

divided into three ranges of sensitivity: source range, intermediate range,

and power range. The three ranges combine to give a continuous measurement

of reactor power from source level to approximately 1257. of full power, or

ten decades of information. A minimum of one decade of overlapping informa-

tion is provided.

The source range instrumentation channels consist of two redundant

count race channels, each using proportional counters as sensors. These

channels are not associated with a protection function; however, they do

provide an interlock function (a control rod withdrawal hold and alarm on

high startup rate).

The intermediate range ins trumentation has two log-N channels, each

using identical gamma-compensated ion chambers as sensors. Reactor trip

initiation is provided by these channels.

The power range instrumentation consists of four linear level channels

using three uncompensated ion chambers per channel. The gaiu of each

channel is adjustable, providing a means for calibrating the output against

a reactor heat balance. Protective action consists of reactor trip initi-
ation at preset flux levels.

Primary loop flow information is measured as a function of pressure drop

by fcur independent sensors in each of the two hot legs. The outputs of the

e ight. sensers are combined as pairs such that four independent total flow
;

!

|
t

!
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signals are derived. Each total-flow signal is fed to one o f the four

power range channels, thus creating four independent power / flow channels.

In addition, each pump motor breaker has four contacts which are respec-

tively connected to the four power / flow channels. The logic of the power /

flow channels is two-out-of-four, and the channels are independently

connected to the reactor protection system logic channels in the same

manner as the power range channels.

The power / flow channels will initiate a reactor trip if the reactor

power exceeds 107.5% full power or if a mismatch exists between power and

coolant flow. The mismatch conditions which will initiate reactor trip

will include (1) high power to flow ratio, (2) loss of one pump while the

reactor is operating above a predetermined power level, or (3) loss of

more than one pump if the ratio of power (at the instant of pump loss) to

the steady state flow corresponding to the remaining pumps is greater than

107.5%. An automatic scrvo action, calling for a reduction in power to

achieve a proper power-to-flow ratio will allow the downward adjustment of

reactor power to a level commensurate with the remaining pumps unless it

is certain (as " determined" by the various comparator circuits) that the

impending loss-of-flow transient is sufficiently severe to warrant immediate

trip.

There is one set of four pressure sensors and one set of four tempera-

ture sensors which respectively trip the reactor on high and low primary

system pressure, and high coolant outlet temperature. The logic is

|
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two-out-of-four, and the instrument channels are independently connected to

the four logic channels in the same manner as the power range channels.
'

One pressure channel also provides a signal to the pressurizer pressure

controller. The other three channels will provide trip action on a redun-

dant basis should a failure disable the one common channel and simultaneously

initiate a pressure transient.

The nuclear and process instrument channels, by virtue of being redun-

dant, can withstand any single failure without loss of protective function.

The coincident logic permits testing during reactor operation. In addition,

all instrument channels initiate a trip signal in the event of a.c. voltage

loss. Control and safety functions are combined within individual instru-

ment channels only to the extent allowed by criteria governing the design

of reactor protection systems.

The four logic channels have been analyzed by us and found to be " fail

safe" in the event of voltage loss, immune to single failures, and testatic

for credible faults. The " fail-safety" is inherent since the channels are

tripped when deenergized. A partially or completely failed channel will

disable only one relay. Action of the three remaining channels will open

all four circuit breakers at the rod drive clutch power supplies'. Action of

only two of these is required, and they will open at least one circuit breaker

at each power supply. Faults within a logic channel will be revealed when

the bypassed contacts do not trip their relay when tested. Open circuits are

self-revealing. Short circuits between channels can be detected by tripping,
!

one at a time, the "high pressure" contacts located farthest upstream.

!

(
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Our analysis of the finc1 trip circuits diews that they are " fail

safe," immune to single failure, and testable. The loss of one breaker in
each a.c. line can be tolerated and scram will not be impeded. Diode fail-

ure, open or shorted, will not prevent trip action. A " hot" short at the
d.c. line will have no effect since the d.c. system is ungrounded. The

d
system will be equipped with ground-fault detectors. Loss of a.c. and/or

d.c. 9111 cause, or tend to cause, reactor trip. Testing at power is
,

accomplished by tripping the circuit breakers one at a time and noting the
.

absence of d.c. voltage at the appropriate power supply output just up-
stream of its isolating diode.

The manual trip switch contacts are in series with the four circuit

breaker undervoltage coils. There is no dependence on instrumentation.

The in-core instrumentation system, consisting of 51 in-core chambers

which are inserted through the bottom head of the vessel and into the fuel

assebmly guide tubes, provides no automatic control or protection functicn.

The system is located entirely within containment, thereby precluding the

need for isolation of penetrations associated with the system.

The engineered safety features are automatically initiated as follows:

(1) operation of the core emergency injection systems upon detection of low *

i

reactor coolant pressure, (2) operation of the reactor building cooling sys-
) L tems upon detection of high reactor building pressure, (3) c.antainment isola-

.

tion upon detection of high reactor building pressure, and (4) isolation of
.

valves which are directly open to the reactor building on a high radiation
signal.

,

1
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Five sets of pressure sensing channels initiate the engineered safety

features. Each set is coincident and redundant (two-out-of-three logic) .

Two sets respectively initiate the high and low pressure coolant injection

systems. These channels operate through amplifiers and bistable devices

and are " fail safe" in terms of voltage loss. Two other sets of three

channels actuate the reactor building spray system. In these channels,

pressure switches are operated directly; there is no dependence en electrical

power for switch operation. The remaining set of pressure sensor channels

initiates reactor building emergency fan coolers and containment isolation.

Contacts controlled by these channels are respectively combined into

pairs of redundant logic chains which, in turn, control the safety feature

systems. These chains may be tested at power by means of two lights wired

across the contacts of each chain such that the tripping of a channel pro-

duces a unique response from its lights.

Each redundant logic chain is energized from an independent d.c. power

source. Should a power source be lost, the downstream circuits fail "as-is."

We believe that, with the system redundancy provided, this condition is

acceptable.

The engineered safety features' instrument channels do not control the

parameters which they measure; i.e. , there is separation of control and

s a fe ty. Manual actuation capability, independent of the instrument channels,

is provided.

I
-
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The ACRS has indicated in its report, and we concur, that the high

and low pressure injection systems could be made more reliable by provid-

ing diversification in the system actuation signal; that is, by choosing

a parameter in addition to low system pressure which would supply an

actuation signal. This recommendation is made even though the present

instrumentation meets a single failure criterion. We believe that the

feasibility of actuating the safeguards on yet a second parameter should

be investigated before the present system is accepted at the operating

license stage. With this exception, we believe that the operational and

engineered safety features protection system instrumentation is acceptable.

3.6.2 Reactivity Control

Reactivity control is maintained by movable control rods and by

soluble poison (boric acid) dissolved in the reactor coolant.

The control rod dirves will be designed so that (1) no single failure

can cause an uncontrolled withdrawal of any red, (2) no more than two

control groups can be withdrawn at one time, (3) the withdrawal speed. will

be limited so as not to exceed 25 percent overspeed in the event of speed

control fault, and (4) continuous position indication will be provided.

In order to determine the worst effect of '? single failures" which

might not be confined to a single rod drive, we asked the applicant to !
1

perform "startup accident" analyses covering the entire spectrum of initial

power levels. his accident assumes the uncontrolled simultaneous withdrawal
!

l

! I
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of all rods at maximum design speed, and further assumes that the

excursion is terminated only by Doppler feedback and trip action of the

power range nuclear channels. The applicant concluded: "No fuel damage I

would result from simultaneous all-rod withdrawal from any initial power

level." On this basis we have concluded that a single failure which

allowed an extra rod group to be withdrawn, a situation less severe than

the accident analyzed, would not cause fuel damage.

| There will be two speed limiting" features in the rod drive power*

system. One is the pulser (or clock) which will be designed not to exceed

a certain maximum frequency. The other is a " speed saturating circuit"

downstream of the pulser which has the inherent property of not responding

to a frequency greater than 1257. of rated frequency.

There are two independent analog rod-position sensors at each rod

drive, a potentiometer and a linear variable differential transformer

(LVDT). There are two independent limit switches. In addition, the

LVDTs will also generate limit signals. Thus, there are redundant analog

and Ihnit position indicating systems at each rod drive. Each analog

signal at a rod drive can be fed into the individual rod position indicator.

Based on our analysis, we believe that the applicant's rod drive system

criteria are acceptable, that no single failure in the control irstrumenta-

tion can produce an excursion which will cause fuel damaEe and that the

proposed rod drive designs can be built in accordance with these criteria,

u
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Reactivity is also controlled by a permissive system which alicws

manual dilution of the primary system coolant boron concentration when

a particular control rod group reaches the fully withdrawn position.

Dilution is automatically terminated when the rod group, driven down by

the servo, reaches a prescribed position, or when the integrated dilu-

tion flow has reached a preset maximum. We understand that these circuits

will be designed in accordance with protection system standards and no

single failure will prevent automatic termination of dilution. On this

basis we believe that the proposed design is acceptable.

In summary, we conclude that the applicant's design criteria relating

to instrumentation and controls are satisfactory and that the proposed

preltninary designs conform to these criteria. -

I
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37 Peactor Coolant .cystem

3 7.1 Primary System

The reactor coolant is transferred to the top of the two once-

through steam generators through two 36-inch lines frem the upper reactor

vessel plenum. Water is returned frc: the bottom of the steam generator

to the vessel via four 28-inch lines. Circulation is provided by a' single-

speed, shaft-sealed pump in each of the four cold legs.

The reactor vessel plate material has been specified as SA-302 Grade

E clad internally with stainless steel which is similar to that used in

previous designs. The major exceptien to previous designs in the primary

system is that the 36-inch and 28-inch ID recirculation piping vill be

A-212 or A-106 carbon steel internally clad with stainless steel and

designed to the ASA Code. The pu=p casings are designed to ASME, Section

III. The primary system vessel classifications are ASME Section III

C1ssa A. The letdown coolers, which lower pri=ary coolant te=peratures

and pressure before it enters the purification and chemical addition

systems, differ in code classification from current designs in that they

will be Class C rather than Class A en the primary coolant side. We

believe that this classification is acceptable since the heat exchangers

are nonregenerative and not subject to the thermal transients that re-

generative heat exchangers vould experience. In addition, the heat ex-

;

changers can be isolated by valve closure if necessary. We believe.the

=aterial specified for use in the primary system, the choice of design
i

codes, and the fabrication procedures indicated will assure high primary
i

! system quality commensurate with the reliance to be placed upon the system.

I
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We have reviewed the calculated fast neutrca expcsa:e of 'he Cecnte

reactor vessels and the ccrrespending shift in the ::LT temperature. The

reported time-integrated fast (energy greater then 1 Mevi neutren exposure

19cf the vessel of 3 x 10 neutrens per square centimeter. and the estimeted

nil ductility transitien (I;LT) temperature shift of 2600 F, shculd not

cause any significant operational restrictions during the propcsed life

of the plant.

1o
The neutron expcsure of the vessel of 3 x 10~' neutrens per square

centimeter was calculated over a 40-year life of the vessel using an

80 per cent load factor and the maximum axial ' peak-to-average power ratio

of 1.7. The calculatiens were performed using the transport code TCPIC,

which is an S code designed tc solve the one-dimensicnal transportn

equatien in cylindrical cecrdinates.

Although the calculatienal cethod e= ployed does not descrite

experimental irradiatien d;ta with a high degree of accuracy. we believe

a sufficient factor of safety has been applied to the calculations :o make

^' em conse rvative. This conclusien is based en censideraticn of the

Oconee core size, power density, and the inner diameter of the reactor

vessel.
-

The type of 'ne' tron flux monilors to 6e used and the method whichu
,

will te e= ployed to" determine the neutron flux at the sample locations i

in the irradiaticn $urveillance prcgram will be further evaluated prior
|
|

to issuance of an operating license.

The applicant has stated that access for inspecticn can te gained to
|

|

all internal surfaces of the primary vessel by removing vessel internals

[Tf(W)I iud AN "
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; ard timt it will le poncible t<, grin access to the external veccel curfaces

although this would require the re=cval of thermal insulation. The secpe

and frequency of the inspection program will te reviewed at the operating

license stage with the recommendation of the ACRS in mind that the pro-

gram should reflect the available technology.

The applicant presented the results of an analysis of the thermal

j transient experienced by the hot reacter vessel vall when deluged with

cold safety injection water after a loss-of-coolant acT1 dent. Ductile

yielding, brittle fracture and fatigue failure were considered in the

analysis. The results of the analysis indicate that no loss of vessel
,

{ integrity would te experienced even if large flaws were presumed to

exist in the vessel vall at the beginning of the quenching.

As recommended by the report of the ACRS, we will further review

the details of the calculational procedure to ensure that ecnservative

assumptions have been made in this analysis and that the calculational

models are supported by experimental information.
;

3.7.2 Once-Thro"gh Steam Generator

Unlike other recent pressurized water plants which have used a U-tube

steam generator, in which the primary coolant enters and exits from the

bottom of the generator, the Duke design is a single pass or once-through

heat exchanger. In this design the primary water ente's the top of ther
.

steam generator, is cooled while passing downward through the Inconel tubes

and exits frc= the bottom head. The secondary feedwater is sprayed into

; an annulus in which there are no tubes near the generator carbon steel

|
shell. The feedvater is heated as it falls by steam which is allowed to

~

bypass -from the heated region back to the annulus. '

!

l

I
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When the feedvater t eaches the betten of the snnulus it is neer the

saturatien temperature end is boiled as it pestes upward thrcush baffling

around the tubes which centain the primary fluid. When the steam exits

from the generator, all the water has been evaporated and the steam is

dry with about 35 F cf superhest.

At full pcuer the feedwater to the steam generator is controlled by

a combinatien of tegawatt demand, system frequency and secondary stean

pressure. In addition to these parameters, =aximum and minimum demand

limits and a rate limit control the feedwater flow. This integrated

controller is similar in concept to the centrollers used en conventional

steam plants and will be further reviewed at the operating license stage.

Since the tubes are welded to the tube sheets which are in turn fixed

to the generator shell, differential expansion and stresses can te experi-

enced when the tube and shell temperatures are different. During startup

and shutdcun when the temperature difference is greatest labout LO FI the

stresses are compressive and saa' : enly abcut 25% of the code allevable

atress for the Inconel material. Euckling of the tubes is avolded by

lateral suppcrt at LO-inch intervals.

An analysis has also been performed on the effects of continuing

feedvater to the stea generator after a stea= line break and the stresses

imposed on the tubes were found to be below the yield strength cf the

material.

A develeptent program for the steam generator has been proposed by

the applicant, including vibratien and blewdown tests and we will require

a report of the test data and an analysis of their significance before

final approval of the design at the operating license stage. We believe

;

I

|
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daring the deveic;; ental progran. The appl 1: ant has indi sted '.+.s c cct ;

types of bicudown tests will be perforced. Our ansiysic to data indi:a .":'

that the applicant has a scund Sesign basis for '.ne ot?1n gene -- c:-

3.8 Secondary System

Steam pecses frca the steam g?nerator at ibcut 5?00 F and 900 psi

throu h stes: lines (one for each r.enerater) threa h tne c:ntainnent .sil. .

md to the turbine building. Safety velves and the autetstic d:r; rElvor

are =cunted on each line outside the containment. Each steam line pacces

through tuc turbine stop valves before reaching a cress-tie with the oth?;

steam generator line. The steat then passes through centrol 7alves anc

to the turbine steam chest. After passing thrcugh the turbine. the lec

energy steam is condensed in the tain condenser and returned through feed-

water heaters and two half-capacity steam turbine driven feedvater pumps

to the steam generator. A lcw capacity (5% full pcuer) energency ? team

turbine driven pump is provided for de:ay heat rencval during ncrnal or

emergency shutdcun.

Secondary systen water quality is =aintained at a high level by

full-ficw decineralicers which will minizace stress.corrosien proble=s

in tne stea= generators.

The secondary systee is d9 signed tc reduce ler.c autc=atically to

station euxiliary loads in case of a blackcut or other transient en the

external pcuer grid. This noald be cccetplished by briefly venting

secondary steam to the st csphere while feedvater flow is reduced to tne

generatcrs. This feature vill be tested by Duke during the startup of

each unit.

.
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5

Steam line isolation valves in addition to the tur' cine stop valv as
3

i have not been preposed in tne Duke system. 'de believe that isolatien

valves are not reqaired in this case since the propcsed system accomplishes
I

the same objectives without the valves and is therefere equivalent t'c ether

designs. The objectives in install'.=g steam line isolatien valves are: (1)
r

to prevent bicudoun of more than one steam generator after a steam line>

'

break; (2) to provide a leak-t1 ht barrier after a loss-of-coolant accident6

!,
when there has been leakage through the steam generator tube 9; and (3) to

<

i prevent seconcary criticality after a steam line break accident.

The bloudcun cf both steam generators is prevented for the proposed

units because the turbine usec (General Electric) has stop valves en each

steam line and does nct require a cross-tie befcre the stop valves to

j attain a constant etesm temperature. In the prcposed design a heat sink

; vould be provided even if both steam generators were b1cun dosn. This

would be accomplished by supplying feedwater at 700 psig by electrically

j driven condensate booster pumps feeding through the ncrmal steam driven

feecuater pamps.

A leak-tight tr.rrier in case of steam generator tube leakage after a i
l

loss-of-coclant e.ccident is mcintained because of the leakage characteristics

of the turbine stor valves. ~4e believe that the stop valves in this system

can be cor.sidered a leakage barrier if the seccndary system is tested for
1

9

leakage integrity in conjuncticn with containment leak rate testing. The
t

applicant has indicated ' hat the leakage integrity of the valves vill be
*

demonstrated.

!
4

|

?

|
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As discucced in Cection 8.2 of this report, the applicant's ca:.culaticns

ir.dicate that a return to criticelity due to ecoldown of the prinary coolant

will not be experienced af ter a stea:a line break.

Tne preposed systen provides protection equivalent to previous designs

in these three areas. 'de consider that the present propcsal is accepta'cle.

t
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k.O CCNTAIUMENT

k.1 Description

The containments proposed for the Oconee Units 1, 2, and 3 are concrete

structures prestressed across the dome and throughout the side walls and

e= ploy reinforced concrete for the base slab. The containment structures
:

are of the same basic design as those of the Florida Power and Light

Company Turkey Point reactors and the Consumers Power Company Palisades,

reactor containments and most structural details are similar. These con-

tainments were designed by the Bechtel Corporation and the applicant has

retained Bechtel as a consultant for this design.

Each containment building has the shape of a right circular cylinder

with a shallow spherical sector dome and flat slab base. A mild steel

liner is attached to the inner face of the concrete shell to provide leak-

tightness. The cylinder wall's are prestressed both circu=ferentially and
.

vertically and the dome is prestressed in a three-way tendon system. The

tendons are bundles of wires which are stretched in tension to exert a

j compressive force on the concrete walls. Under accident conditions the

pressure within the ' containment relieves part of the compressive force on

Ithe concrete and creates a sli ht increase in tensile stress in the tendons.6 i

|

Prestressing is used because the concrete is strong in compression but weak
~

in tension.

The prestressing tendon pattern is deflected around the najor cylinder

penetrations (personnel and equipment access ' atches) and additional mildh

steel reinforcement is provided for local moment and shear loads. Shear

loads in the base are carried by the concrete section, by radial stirrup

.
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reinforcing, by vertical mild steel reinforcing and by the mild steel

liner participatin6 through composite action.

k.2 'radings

The major leadings considered by the applicant include dead lead,

accident pressure, accident temperature, seismic, and wind. The applicant

has also indicated consideration of external pressure, buoyant water force,

tornado and missile leadings. The loadings considered and their =anner of

combination are the same as previously used for Turkey Point and Palisades

containments. The manner of load combination considers all significant

loads and we believe that the manner of load combination is acceptable.

As noted by our seismic design censultants in Appendix F to this

report, the applicant will use earthquake leadings derived from response

spectra similar to those presented in TID-702k, appropriately scaled to

the design and =aximum hypothetical earthquakes postulated for this site.

We believe that the treatment of seismic censiderations is acceptable,

k.3 structural Design Details

Several chan6es in design detail for these units are noteworthy

although the overall design concept is the same as the Turkey Point and

Palisadec structures.

The applicant has revised the design criteria relating to strength

of the concrete in. shear under combined loading. We consider that the

revised criteria have clearly defined the design approach.

The base-tc-cylinder liner detail has been improved. In previous

submittals a rather rigid thansiticn was proposed whereas the design for

the Euke structures has incorporated a flexible liner transition section.

.
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It is our judgment that the present methed for this juncticn should result

in considerably better performance than that of the previously preposed

method with respect to potential leakage under design basis accident

leading.

The design of penetrations is, also, considerably improve 1 over

previous designs. The Duke containment design indicates use of sizable

rigid shear keys as additional assurance of adequate shear resistar.ce at

penetrations. It also indicates use of increased strength piping sections

at penetrations to preclude a pipe failure from jacp. -dizing liner leak-

age integrity at the liner-penetration junction.

The equipment access hatch is 19 feet in dia=eter for the Duke units

whereas for previous similar centain=ents it was between 11 and 15 feet.

This represents a considerable increase in overall hatch size and, to an

extent, increases the designer's problems with regard to tenden deflection

around the opening and proper reinforcement for local stresses. However,

an opening 19 feet in diameter is not a major perturbation in the design

of the structure and the method of analysis that the applicant proposes

i

to use to analyze this opening should not be invalidated by the increased
'

size. In addition, the use of extensive instrumentation has been petposed

around the opening to provide confirmation of the design during structural

acceptance testing.

h.h Materials and Construction

The materials of construction, i.e., 'the prestressing system, tendon

protective grease, concrete, reinforcing steel, and liner plate materials

are essentially the same materials used for the Turkey Point and Palisades

facilities. These are high quality, proven materials. The applicant has

.
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indicated that, based on extensive resistivity tests at the site, no

cathodic protection system vill be required.

The existence of a well established, experienced construction depart-
*

ment in C Duke Power Company organization which will handle the construe-
.'

tion, lightens considerably the task of the quality centrol organization

in ensuring that the plants are constructed in accord with the requirements

of the design. User testing of the materials of construction will be per-

formed. The construction quality control pregram provides an adequate

separation of construction and inspection functions, adequate authority,

for the quality control personnc' to perform properly, and design group'

review of the construction progress.

L.5 Testing and In-service Surveillance

An extensive program of aedeptance testing has been indicated which,

i

ve believe vill provide a high degree of assurance that ano=alous structural

behavior will be detected.

retailed attention is being given to liner insp?ction during construc-

tion. Use of vacuum boxes, leak chase channels and pressurized penetrations,

have been proposed and these measures should effectively identify and allow

correction of potential sources of containment leakage as construction

proceeds. The provisions of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,

Section VIII, are being folleved. These provisions, while intended.

primarily as a quality control measure for strength velds and not directly

applicable to strain-folleving, leakage-control membranes, do provide an

additional check on veld quality. The amount of radicgraphy specified is

9

\
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considered adequate to identify poor welding and, as such a measure,

is considered both desirable and acceptable. In addition, a final integra-

ted leakage test is planned as a final check on the containment's capability
,

to meet its leakege performance requirements prier to operation.

We have been inferred that the applicant vill increase the amount of
f

nondestructive liner veld inspection in response to the concern expressed

i by *.he report of the ACRS by increasing the amount of nondestructive in-
.

spec tien from 10% to '.'9% cf the liner velds. This is in additicn to the,

i previously specified 100% visual inspection of each of the two veld passes

and essentially 100% vacuum box leakage testing of all welds. We believe

I the inspection outlined will ensure a leak-tight membrane,
i

! Eetailed in-service surveillance programs have not been established.
1

However, the design will have adequate capability for a suitable program
i

; and review of these areas will be made at the operating stage.

j The containment design proposed has a high degree of conservatiin.

It is concluded that the design, as presently proposed, and the construc-

tion, as indicated, will result in structures adequate for the intended

'
pu rpose.

i

h.6 Containment Leakage

The applicant has proposed a peretration rocm confinement system which

would process leakage from most containment penetrations through a filter,

i system external to the containment. During an accident, the penetration
!

i room would. be maintained at a slight negative pressure by blowers which

would take suction from the rocm through filters designed to retain iodine.

All penetrations except equipment hatches and steam lines pass through the
,

penetration room. The steam lines are welded to the containment liner and

. ~ , .
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therefere leakage shculd be negligible. The applicant has proposed that

the space between the gaskets on the outer doors of the equipment and
i

; personnel hatches te routed to the penetration room by small tubes, thus

providing filtration of leakage from these penetrations also. We believe,

t

i that the filtration scheme as proposed is acceptable and can be considered
i
i

I an engineered safety feature which is operable during an accident as

. discussed in Section o.h of this report.
t

!

| The containment leak rate was specified as 0.5%/ day in the initial

j application and credit was requested for filtration of 50% of the total
i

leakage since it was reasoned that at least this fraction would be due to
.

j penetration leakage. In response to our concern for means to test this

.

division of leakage, the applicant has modified its proposal to the;

following:

(1) the total centainment leak rate at the peak accident pressure

) -ill either be shcun to be less than 0.25%/ day, or

(2) the total leeksge at the peak accident pressure shall be less

than 0.5%/ day anc the difference between the total leakage and the measured

leakage from testable penetrations shall be less than 0.25%/ day.

i We believe that the above approach is acceptable since the testable
d

i penetration leakage will be filtered and .that the advantage of filtering
i

:ne most likely source of containment leakage justifies a testing frequency

interval associated with O.5%/dsy.

L. 7 Isolation Systems

Lines which penetrate the centainment have provisien for isolation.
t

Ihe degree of redundancy depends' on the function and configuraticn of each
>

system. In genernl, lines thich are (1) connected to the primary systes,

i
2

i
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(2) normally cpen to the containment atmosphere, or (3) likely to be

ruptured during an accident are protected by redundant automatic valves.

Lines which cust remain open to allow functionin6 of engineered safety

features during an accident must have provision for manual isolation.

Lines which vent the centainment at=osphere are closed both on an

engineered safety feature and a high centainment radiat'en signal. Closed

systems which have a low probability of rupture during an accident are

provided with at least one autcmatic valve external to the containment.

The isolation system, including instrumentation, is designed so that no

single failure can preclude containment isolation.

'4e have reviewed the instrumentation and valve arrangements proposed

and have found that they conform to current design standards and are

acceptable.

L8 Containment Design Pressure

A paranetric analysis has been perfor=ed by the applicant to establisn

the peak containment pressures during a loss-of-coolant accident and to

size the containment cooling systems. A spectrum of pipe break sizes be-
2tween 0.k ft and lk.1 ft has been evaluated to determine the response of

the reactor building pressure.

Assu=ptions used in the analysis were as follows:

(1) Che of three high pressure pumpa operate, two of three low

pressure pu=ps operate (with a starting delay of 25 seconds) and no core

flooding tanks are available. Including the core flooding tar 3s would

decrease the peak blowdown pressure by about 3 9s1.

,

'|
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(2) Reactor building structures va > sssumed to serve as heat sinks.

(3) The FULSH code was used to determine mass and energy releases

to the reactor building.

(L) Follcuing blevdown a 20-region SLUMP code was used to calculate

the core ther=al transient. The metal-water reaction was included in this

calculation using a parabolic rate equation.

(5) During blowdown, a core surface heat transfer coefficient of
21000 Btu /hr-ft OF was used to maximize heat transferred to the contain-

ment.

(6) Heat re=o.1 from the core af ter blowdown was calculated by,

2assuming a heat transfer coefficient of 100 Btu /hr-ft oF. As any core

segment reached 4800 F it was assuned to drop to the bottom of the reactor

vessel and undergo an additional 10% metal-water reaction and release all

heat to the contain=ent by steam generation.

The ec=plete spectrum of breaks was analy:ed cnly for the hot leg
.

since this gave the longest blowdown times, greatest heat transfer and

highest containment pressure. The highest blowdown pressure peak (f6.8 psi
2at 30 seconds) was found to result from a 3 ft oresk. The highest post-

blowdown pressure (55.9 psig st 200 secends) resul:ed frem the 14.1 ft2
'

break. The second pressure peak is a consequence of the assumed transfer

of decay and metal-water reaction heat to tne containment and is limited

by the operation of the containment cocling systems. The calculated peak

pressures are below the containment design pressure of 59 psig.
1An analysis was also performed by the applicant to illustrate that j

'the containment will withstand the metal-water reaction associated with l
t

inoperability of core quenching systems. No injection flow was assumed and

L
_
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the analysis was terminated when the reactcr vessel heiled dry. This gave

a peak pressure cf 56.7 psig at abcut 220 seccnds, aise less then the cen-

tainment design pressure.

The rirecnium-water reaction capability of the containnent was calculated

assaming three emergency fan ecoling units in operation (the design heat

removal capability). The capability of the centainment under these cen-

ditiens (including hydregen recctbination) is abcut 30% metal-water reaction

at 600 secends and 10C% at 3'00 seconds. If all centainment eccling were

in operation, the centainment could withstand 100% metal-water reaction at

1200 seconds. This capability is similar to that found in the Florida

Power and Light Turkey Pcint reactors and the Consumers Pcuer Palisades

reactor.

Our evaluation of the centainment design pressure analysis and the

centainment's capability to withstand retal-water reacticn indicates that

it is acceptable,

f
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1 5.0 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Upon completion of Unit 1, off-site pcuer will be available from the

100 kilovolt (kv) system and from the 230 kv system which feed power into

f Oconee over separate transmission lines from Duke's Jocasse and Central
i power stations. An additional 230 kv tie to Duke's Tiger station will be

,

installed upon completion of Unit 2; and, upon completien of Unit 3, a tie

to Duke's 500 kv system will be installed. All eff-site lines will be

energized from several power generating stations, and the Duke system is
,

j designed to withstand the step-loss of any single generating unit within

its network.;-
.

1 Fach reactor unit will generate electric pcwer at 19 kv which will"

be fed throu6h an isolated phase bus to a unit step-up transformer where

it will be raised to 230 kv for Units 1 and 2, and 500 kv for Unit 3 Two

230 kv overhead transmission lines will carry power between Units 1 and 2

and the station switchyard which will be connected to the existing Duke 230

kv transmission line. From Unit 3, an overhead transmission line will carry

power between the station and the switchyard which will te connected to

Duke's 500 kv transmission network. An autotransformer will tie together

the 230 and 500 kv systems at the station switchyard. In addition, a 100 kv

line will be run from the gas-turbines at the Lee Power Staticr . Eech unit

will have its evn startup transformer. The 100 kv line will terminate at

a transformer separate from' the' switchyard which will serve all three units,

as required.

s
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:* really, each unit aill supply its cwn auxiliary leads directly frcm

the generator via the statien auxiliary transformer. Since each unit is

being designed to accept a 1005 lead rejectien, the primary scurce of power

for *he auxiliary leeds in the event of system less will be the unit

generators themselves. In the event of a unit trip, the power sources will

be automatically switched onto the auxiliary busses in the preferential

secuence of (1) the startup transformer tus (includes the Keovee Hydro

Station overhead line), (2) the other units' auxiliary electrical system

when available, (3) the 100 kv transmission line from Lee Statien, and

(h) the Keovee Hydro Station 13.3 kv underground line.

Upon loss of the external grid, redundant voltage and frequency

sensing devices on each of the 230 kv switching station busses will initiate,

through separate and redundant channels, tripping of all 230 kv switching

station isolation breakers, closing of all 230 kv switching station power

supply breakers and startup of both Kecuee Hydro units. The hydro units

will synchronize and te connected to the 230 kv lines. One unit will also

feed the 13.3 kv underground line. Ehedding of non-essential loads (a

requirement because cf the limited capacity of the 10 MVA emergency power

transformer connected to the underground line) will be accomplished by

circuit breakers with duplicate trip coils energized from different d.c.

busses. Upcn tripping of a given Ccenee unit (caused, for exa=ple, by a

loss-of-coolant accident) the emergency power sources will be autc=atically

switched onto the emergency (h.16 kv) busses Of the affected unit in the

sequence stated previcusly.
1

1

1
,

1
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Cur analysis indicates "c.at the secuencing system is essential to

plant safety since it; failure could leave the energency busses with no

power. 'de have been assured that this system will meet the single failure

criterien. This will te reviewed in detail at the cperating stage.

Ecur 125 volt direct current (*..d.c.) tatteries and six battery

chargers will be supplied for Unit 1. One pair of batteries and one set

of three chargers will feed one 250/125 volt hus, and the remaining pair of

batteries and set of chargers will feed a redundant 250/125 volt 'dus. Upon

completion of Unit 2, this d.c. system will serve both units. A third

three-wire system will be installed upon completion of Unit 3 Switching

circuits will permit any d.c. system to serve any unit.

Initially, there will te six 125 v.d.c. distribution panels, each of

which will receive d.c. power frc= toth three-wire d.c. sources through

isolating diodes. Two more panels will be installed with Unit 3 and will

be similarly pcuered.

Our review of the station tattery system indicates that it is re-

dundant and can be tested. Voltage at each of the panel-bcards is

derived from redundant sources feeding through isolction dicdes such that

failure of one sor2ce does not affect the voltage at the panel board bus.

Loss of voltage at a panel board bus will not negate tt d.c. system function.

Four vital instrument busses (single phase) will te provided for

Units 1 and 2, and will be independently energized from static inverters

connected to one of the six d.c. distributien panels. Two more vital

instrument busses will be added with Unit 3 These will be powered, through

static inverters, frem the two Unit 3 d.c. panels.
t

I
:
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In addition, there vill be three single phase 120 volt alternating
|

: current (v.a.c. ) regulated instrument bussea. These will ncrtally be cen-

g nected to the 600 v.a.c. busses of their cwn units through regulating;

I equipment. Provision will te made to switch over to the vital instrument
;

; k usses, if necessary.
1

-

i The engineered safety features auxiliaries are provided with
i

. redundancy. To maintain this redundancy, the applicant cas stated that

t these auxiliaries vill be cennected to redundant busses such that safety;

; feature auxiliaries performing the same function are connected to different

busses. Each of these busses is supplied from the redundant kl60 volt main

|- feeder busses which are, in turn, supplied from the redundant sources

| described previously. We believe this design approach is acceptable since I

4

'

it is an effective and simple way of i=plementing the single failure

criterion.

.

We believe that the vital instrument busses can be designed so that

io single failure can cause a less of voltage at al] vital inctrument

j busses and so that continuity of normal or emergency operation can te tain-

tained under a single failure condition.

] We believe that the external poner sources available for usa at the

; plant provide a high degree of assurance that power vill 5.e available when

required. As with previous applicants, however, we have required that .the

available on-site power which is directly under the control of the applicant

! meet a single-failure criterion. The design and ut4112ation of the Kecwee
a
4

f Hydro Station Units as emergency on-site power sources which meet a single-
1

| failure criterion is discussed in Section 6.3 of this report.

t
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6.0 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

6.1 Core Cooling

j The applicant's design basis for the emergency core cooling systems is that

| mechanical integrity of the core shall be maintained to prevent damage that would

.

interfere with core cooling and that metal-water reaction shall be limited to less
:

| than approximately 1% after a loss-of-coolant accident. Since the analyses show

| that the clad hot spot maximum temperature 1s about 2000 F, the design basis implies

] that no clad melting will take place.

The applicant's criterion for maintenance of mechanical integrity during the

blowdown is that deformation of reactor internals shall be limited to ensure the

apability to insert control rods and also to cool the core. The applicant has pro-
' posed that the stress levels to be met in the analysis of blowdown forces on reactor

internals correspond to the minimum specification yield strength value specified in

Section III of the ASME Code. As discussed in Section 3.3 of this report, we;

i

! ?211 eve that the applicant's proposal for maintenance of mechanical integrity during
!

blowdown is acceptable. As recommended by the ACRS, we will review the results of

the detailed blowdown calculations more fully when these become available.

Core cooling for any location and size of primary coolant pipe break up to

the double-ended rupture of a recirc:.lation pipe will be provided by high pressure

injection pumps, low pressure injection pumps and core flooding tanks (accumulators).

; The core flooding tank system is composed of two tanks separated by check

valves from the primary system. Bor.ted coolant is maintained in the tanks at

600 psi by compressed nitrogen. Injection of the borated coolant into the primary.!

system is initiated by the stored energy when the reactor pressure drops below 600

i
psi. The tanks discharge directly to the reactor vessel rather than into a reactor

i

i
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recirculation line as in other pressurized water reactor designs. The water flows
i

between the reactor vessel wall and the thermal shield and enters the bottom of the
!

Core.4

An analysis by the applicant was presented which provided the basis for the,

,
choice of the flooding tank pressure, size of the discharge line and the fraction

i

of nitrogen in the tank volume. The combined coolant content of the two tanks is

more than sufficient to cover the midplane of the core assuming no liquid is ini-
'

tially in the reactor vessel. The design values chosen for the flooding system ;

are calculated to accomplish this within 25 seconds af ter the double-ended rupture
; of a 36-inch reactor outlet line. The hot spot temperature is limited to less than

2000 F for the largest line break.

Although the sizing analysis of the tanks has been completed, we will require

that an analysis of all possible means of causing cr re bypass flow be completed ,

l

before the flooding tanks are accepted at the operating license stage.
i

The applicant has not provided axtra core flooding tanks beyond those required

to meet, with some margin, the codling requirements imposed by a double-ended break

of the largest primary system coolant lins. No extra component was previded since

(1) the accumulators are passive and require no initiating signal, (2) the break

of a primary system pipe would not cause loss of the flow from an accumulator since

the two accumulators have separate penetrations into the reactor vessel, and (3) in'

;

.

j case of the break of .an accumulator line, the core could be coolad by the remaining
.

accumulator. When allowance is made for the loss of an accumulator as a result of
!

a line break in designs in which the accumulators discharge to coolant lines rather,

! than the reactor vessel, the presently proposed system is equivalent in capacity to

other designs. The reactor will not be operated unless the abos conditions are

L-
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satisfied. That is, an accumulator could not be valved off for maintenance during7

reactor operation as noted in the ACRS letter.

In addition to the flooding tanks, coolant injection is also provided for

each reactor by three low pressure pumps which will each deliver 3000 gpa at a
' vessel pressure of 100 psig. These pumps initially take suction from the 350,000-

gallon borated water storage tank provided for each reactor unit and are converted

to a recirculation mode by operator action in 25 to 40 minutes, depending on the

number of pumps in operation. At 25 minutes after reactor scram the decay heat

level of the core is such that one of the two low pressure injection coolers can
I

remove the decay heat from the spilled coolant contained in the bottom of the

containment building. The low pressure injection 3ystem delivers water to the same

nozzles as the core flooding tanks. Under normal shutdown conditions these pumps

serve as decay heat removal pumps.

During the period while the water source is the borated water storace tank,

the three high pressure injection pumps can also deliver water to the reactor. Zach
1 e
! high pressure pump will deliver about 350 gpm at 1800 psig and about 500 gpm at 470

psig. These pumps provide makeup for small breaks for which the reactor would remain

at a high pressure. In the unlikely case that reactor pressure should remain high

j over a long period of time so that the low pressure injection pumps could not oper-

ate, water could be returned from the containment to the borated water storage tank
i

through a test line and permit extended operation with the high pressure pumps.

j One high pressure pump will be used continuously during plant operation to. pro-

vide seal water to the reactor coolant pumps. Since only one high pressure pump is

' required (as a design specification) to supply water during emergency service, we

,

i
|
|
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,

believe that adequate redundancy exists in the two pumps not used for normal service.

; In addition, the normal use of one pump provides assurance that an operable pump

will be available if required for emergency service.

The design objectives of the emergency core cooling systems include providing

core cooling for all break sizes in the primary system piping. The core cooling

analyses for all break sizes has not been completed but the analysis of the doub'c-
7 .

ended rupture of the largest coolant pipe (14.1 ft') has been presented and a

2
spectrum of hot leg breaks (including 8.55, 3, 2,1 and 0.4 f t ) was analyzed with

respect to system pressure history and coolant mass release during blowdown. The

analyses presented for the spectrum of break sizes, although not complete with

respect to core temperature history, do contain sufficient information to provide

i

assurance that all break sizes can be accommodated by the proposed systems. As

recommended by the ACRS, we will review the detailed design of the emergency care

cooling systems and the performance analysis for the entire spectrum of break sizes

as soon as the information is available.

We conclude that the proposed emergency core cooling systems meet the intent

of the Commission's General Design Criteria which have been published for comment

in that part of the core cooling systems relied on are passive in nature and ade-
;

quate redundancy is provided in other systems to assure reliable functioning of

the systems. This is true even though the "two core cooling systems" mentioned in
'

Criterion 44 are not provided. The final design will be evaluated in light of the

Commission's criteria as they are formulated at the time of the operating license
,

*

review.

9
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,

| The applicant has acknowledged the possibility of core flooding being prevented
1

4

by formation of a vapor lock or " steam bubble" between the core and a water leg in
,

a steam generator after a cold leg pipe break. Two methods of relieving hot leg
4

j pressure to the cold leg have been proposed as solutions to this problem: (1) check
l

! valvec located on the Core Support Shield which would be held closed by higher
!

pressure in the outer annulus during pump operation or natural circulation, or
<

(2) a ruptage disk which would.be designed to blow out under internal steam pressure,

f but which would withstand the external operating pressure dif ferential. Zither
1

method would be designed to open on an internal pressure less than 3.5 psi. We

understand that the applicant intends to uti ize the check valves at present but

that alternate means will continue to be studied as the design progresses. The
i

check valves would be designed and supplied by a valve manufacturer with experi-
|

; ence in the fabrication of check valves requiring similar specifications.

j We believe that the check valves proposed could provide an acceptable solution

; to the steam bubble problem. Other potential problems arise, however, because of

the use of these valves which we believe must be considered in the final design:
|

(1) The core support shield must be locally strengthened to compensate
!

for the removal of material.

| (2) The forceful opening of the valves against the reactor vessel during
i

| blowdown must be considered.

(3) The consequences of loss of a valve must be evaluated or the design
,

) must provide assurance against such loss.
,

(4) The effect on normal operation must be considered, particularly any possi-

| bility of bypassing or short-circuiting the core during pump operation or natural
!
'

circulation.

.
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(5) The valves must be capable of being tested, inspected, and =aintained.i

We believe that the above problems are all capable of solution and that the

present proposal could resolve the steam bubble problem. As recommended by the

ACRS we will further review the final design of this feature.

In summary, we believe that there is an adequate basis for concluding that

the emergency core cooling systems are acceptable. We will continue to review

(1) the core cooling analyses for the full spectrum of line break sizes and

locations, (2) the final design of the cooling systems when available, (3) the

possibilities that could lead to emergency cooling water bypassing the core,,

(4) the blowdown forces on reactor internals, and (5) the solution to the steam
;

bubble problem to assure that the final design will perform its intended' function.

; 6.2 containment Coolina Systems

1

.' Two differently designed containment cooling systems are provided: (1) contain-
i .

j ment spray pumps which take water initially from the borated water storage tank
1

) and then from the containment sump and deliver it to the containment atmosphere

through redundant spray headers and (2) three emergency cooling units each con-

sisting of a f an and a tube cooler which will remove heat from the containment
i

i atmosphere and transfer it to the low pressure service water system.

The containment cooling requirement is that the post-blowdown reactor building
;

pressure be aaintained below the design containment pressure. This requires an

0initial heat removal capacity of 240 x 10 Btu /hr. This requirement can be satis-

fled by either: (1) 2 of 2 spray pumps, (2) 3 of 3 fan coolers or (3) 2'of 3 fan

coolers and 1 of 2 spray pumps. Adequate containment cooling is supplied if either

system is assumed to be completely inoperative or if each system is degraded by a

.
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|

single failure. We believe that these systems provide adequate redundancy for

i containment cooling and have sufficient capacity to reduce the containment pressure

(and thereby reduce leakage) after the design basis accident.
,

6.3 Emergenev Power and Water

6.3.1 Design Basis Accident Conditions

To cope with the postulated loss of coolant accident coincident with loss of

network power, the applicant has proposed that two hydroelectric plants, located
i
' on-site in the Keowee Dam be used as the emergency power source. The hydro plants

would be controlled by the reactor operator and designed against a single failure.

Each hydro unit would have a rating corresponding to about 70 Mw electric. The
'

hydro station power would be delivered to the reactors by either an overhead 230 kv
!

line through the switchyard or by a 13.8 kv underground line, either hydro feeding

either line. Power transmitted by the underground line would be limited to about
;

! 10 Mw by the transformer. This would be enough to handle minimum safeguards on

all units simultaneously but will require that reliable load shedding equipment

be incorporated in the design. The hydro plant equipment and dass are designed to-

withstand the maximum hypothetical earthquake ground acceleration of o.lg.
' Each unit is essentially independent of the other and is provided with its

own startup equipment located within separate cubicles within the Keowee control
i

; room. The initiation of startup is accomplished by control signals from the reactor

unit control room areas. . Normal startup of aither unit is by operator action while

i emergency startup is ' automatic. Both units are started automatically and simultane-
|

j ously if the external transmission system is lost or if engineered safety features
|

| action is required.

I
l.
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The Keowee hydro units can pick up emergency loads from dead start in 23

seconds, which is adequate under design basis accident conditions. If tripped

off line at full power due to a system disturbance, each unit can pick up full4

| load in 7 seconds. Each hydro unit's voltage regulator is equipped with a volt-
i

per-cycle limiting feature which permits it to accept load at the outset and thus

drag the loads up to full speed in synchronsim with its own acceleration. This

serves to reduce the time required for the initiation of engineered safety features

action.

1 The hydro plants are started by opening gates which are powered by hydraulic

accumulators. Stored hydraulic energy is sufficient for three full opening and
' closing cycles. Control circuits for emergency actuation of the accumulators will

be redundant. A shear pin arrangement within the mechanical portion of the gate
i drive will release a jammed or otherwise fouled gate from the others. The pro-

i tection system on the hydro plant will be ILmited to only those parameters that will

prevent generation of power, such as generator insulation breakdown or loss of field.
.

We believe that the proposed hydro plant design will fulfill the requirement,

for a reliable and redundant source of on-site emergency power.

The applicant has estimated that the hy/ro plants will be dewatered and out

for maintenance for a brief period of inspection of the hydro waterwheels each year

and that major repairs are expected on a 7 to 10 year frequency. Since the penstock,

a cencrete lined rock tunnel, is common to both units, both units will be sLnultane-

ously unavailable for use during these periods. The hydro plants can be restored

to. operation within 2 hours during an inspection and within 6 hours during repairs

to the penstock.

, _ , _ . _ , . _ .
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During the periods of hydro plant mair.tenance emergency power can be fed to

the site through the 100 kv transmission line which can be made separate from the

external grid and which is designed for loadings in excess of earthquake require-

ments. Power would be supplied by one of three 30 Mwe gas turbinea located at

Duke's Lee Station 30 miles from the site. Since the line could be separated from

the external grid and a gas turbine run continuously in a no-load condition, we

believe that this constitutes a satisf actory power source during the brief periods

of hydro outage.

After the second and third reactor units have been added to the site each unit

can serve as an additional power source since 100% load rejection capability will

be provided in each unit by venting of secondary steam to the atmosphere in case

of loss of the external grid. The applicant has stated its intention to test this

feature on each unit.

ihe water source for cooling after a loss of coolant accident, in addition to

the core flooding tanks (accumulators), will be the 350,000 gallon borated water

storage tank provided for each unit. After about 45 minutes, water in the contain-

ment is recirculated and cooled by service water taken from the intake structure.

We believe that the proposed emergency power and water sources will provide
,

assurancu ' hat a loss-of-coolant accident could be coped with even in the event

of loss of the system grid coincident with the accident.

6.3.2 Blackout of AC Power

Because of the topography of the site, heat can be removed from the condensers
i

by gravity flow from the intake canal through the condenser to the tailrace of the

hydro plant. Decay heat removal is thus possible for an extended period of time

without reliance on off-site or on-site a.c. power.

I
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| Decay heat is removed f rom the core to the steam generators by natural cir-
|
! culation in the primary loop. The water in the secondary side of the steam gene-

rator is boiled and transferred to the turbine condensers. Additional feedwater,

|

) is supplied to the steam generator by an emergency steam driven turbine pump which
a

draws f rom the water in the hotwell of the main condenser. Heat is removed from ,

f the main condenser by the gravity flow scheme discussed above. Controls and
i

! auxiliary systems for the emergency steam driven feedwater pumps are operated from
i

the station batteries.

This capability provides an added flexibility in the plant shutdown equipne t

and we agree wit'h the applicant that it adds to the safety of the reactor units.

6.3.3 Rapid Drawdown of Lake Keowee

i The applicant has agreed to provide alternste water and power sources suffi-

] cient to ensure an orderly shutdown of the plant in case of a rapid drawdown of
1

j Lake Keowee. A water source would be assured by constructing an underwater weir
I

'

!. in the intake canal which would retain a large amount of water to serve as a !
.

1

| cooling pond.

i Heat transferred by the emergency steam driven feedwater pump to the condenser

would be removed from the condenser by electrically driven pumps supplying water
i

from and returning it to the cooling pond. The above mode of operation is.not
|

required immediately since enough condensate storage is available to remove decay
1

, heat for about 20 hours by venting seccudary system steam to the atmosphere.
|

The power source for the electrically driven pumps would be either the normal

- system network or the 100 kv line fed by a gas turbine at the Lee Station'. In the
-

! event of loss of system network power the gas turbine could be started and the
,'

|

!
,
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a

! 100 kv line separated from the station grid in the available 20-hour period before

I a.c. power is required.

]
We believe,that the proposed alternate water and power sources will assure an

orderly shutdown of the plant under the condition of a rapid drawdown of Lake Keewee.

6.3.4 Equipment Failure During Normal Shutdown

Decay heat af ter a reactor scram will normally be removed by natural circu-
,

lation in the primary system transferring core heat to the boiling secondary system.

Feedwater is supplied to the secondary by a single steam-driven emergency feedwater
I

pump. After the second and third units have been added at the site, additional reli-
t

ability will be obtained by cross-connecting the outlets of the feedwater pumps in

I all units. Any two of the three pumps, each sized at 5% of fu!1 flow, will supply

enough feedwater to all six steam generators.

In addition, feedvater can be supplied through the emergency feedwater line
,

i by electrically driven condensate booster pumps. The secondary side would3

be depressurized manually to less than' 700 psi through the turbine bypass system

j to allow this mode of operation. Sufficient power is available from the emergency

; power source (the hydro units) tc operate the condensate booster pumps on emergency

power.

Heat can be removed from the main condensers by either the nermal intake pumps,

the emergency electrical pump or by gravity flow.

Af ter system depressurization, either from an accident or normal shutdown, decay

he.at is removed through the low pressure injection system to the decay heat removal
i

coolers. Any one of the three low pressure injection pumps in conjunction with

either of the heat exchangers in each unit has enough capacity to retrove decae 'n .t

from the core. The secondary side of each heat exchanger.is cooled Ly lou nrossure

service water. Three low nrennure service wnter pumpe 1 ill be cerco betw en Units 1

'
_ __
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2

and 2 each capable of supplying the normal operational service water requirement. In

addition, the two full capacity pumps in Unit 3 will be cross-connected to provide

added flexibility. A single equipment tailure sill therefore not impair the decay
heat removal capability of any unit.

t

As discussed above, we believe that the proposed design for the Oconee Nuclear

Station will provide reliable and flexible emergency sources of water and power to

cope with a wide range of abnormal conditions.

6.4 Penetration Room Ventilation Sys tem

The penetration room ventilation system is provided to maintain a small nega-

tive pressure in the penetration room ender accident conditions and to filter

fission product leakage from penetrations. This is accomplished by two blower

units in series with two filter banks which are valved so that either blower can
be used with either tilter. The charcoal filters operate in a dry atmosphere and

we believe that the 90% filter ef ficiency claimed by_ the applicant can be attained

by the final dt.ign.

All penetrations except the steam lines and the perscnnel and equipment hatches

pass through the penetration room. Leakage around the steam lines is not expected

since they are welded. to the containment liner. The outer door of each hatch will

be double-gasketed and a small line run from between the gaskets to the penetration
room.3

i

The influence of this system on the total containment leakage is discussed in
; Sestion 4.b of this report. We believe -that adequate redundancy and rellacAlity

can be provided in the final design af this system to allcw credit for its use as

an engineered safety feature which is operable during an accident.
i

|

!

!
r
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7.0 Radioactive Waste Control,

The sizing of the waste handling and storage equipment has been performed on

the basis of continued reactor operation with clad defects in 1% of the- fuel roda.

The primary system is maintained at high water purity and radioactive wastes re-

moved by the chemical purification system. A small stream is bled from the prisary,

system, reduced in pressure and temperature by the letdown coolers and passed

through the demineralizer as necessary and then routed to the letdown storage tank.

Makeup to the primary system is provided by pumping the water in the letdown storage

|
tank through the seal water or high pressure injection system. Addition or dilution

of borated water is also accomplished by this system by feeding the letdown storage

tank from the chemical addition system.

Liquid wastes are collected from the demineralized sluice or other miscella-
i

[
neous sources, monitored and, if necessary, held for decay. Low concentration

wastes are discharged to the Keowee hydro tailrace. The applicant has stated that

additional dilution may be obtained by opening the gates on the dam. We will revicu

| the amount of dilution to be allowed in the tailrace at the operating license stage.

Solid wastes will be temporarily pending shipment from the site in containers

approved for the purpose.

Gaseous wastes will be monitored and diluted and release or stored in waste

gas holdup tanks until decayed.

The applicant has indicated monitoring of all likely sources of effluent release

and has performed an analysis on the liquid waste disposal systems to show that mul-*

i tiple equipment failures and operator errors would be required to allow undetected.

discharge of radioactive wastes. An analysis was-performed, as described in

i
i

t

.' =
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Section 8.1 of this report, to show that even if the wastes stored at the site

under f ailed-fuel conditions were discharged, the public drinking supplies would
' not be endargered.

We believe that the waste disposal system described by the applicant will

ef fectively control radioactive wastes ;;enerated on the site. The release

limits to be set will be reviewed by the staff at the operating license stage.

|

|

.

L
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8.0 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

8.1 Incidents

A number of operational transients were considered by the applicant

including rod withdrawal during startup and from power, moderator dilution,

and Icss -of-coolant flow, and no radiological hazard was found to result. The

ACRS has recommended, and we concur, that further evidence should be obtained

the endconcerning the ability of the fuel to withstand expected transients at'

of its design lifetime.

A " guillotine" rupture of a steam generator tube was postulated and fission

product release from primary system water with fission product inventory corra-

s pending to 1% failed fuel through the turbine main condenser resulted in doses

less than 10 CFR Part 20 limits at the site boundary. The release of activity

from a vaste gas tank failure af ter operation with one percent failed fuel is -

calculated to be within 10 CFR Part 20 limits. Limits on radioactive waste

concentration will be set at the operating license stage.

An accidental discharge of 20,000 gallons of liquid waste at activity levels

corresponding to continued operation with 1% failed fuel was postulated fr :

the waste holdup tank. The spill was assumed even though multiple equipment

failures and operator errors would be requ' ired before radioactive effluent could

be released. The calculations, which utilize conservative dilution factors, show

that accidental discharge of operational stored wastes would result in doses

below 10 CFR Part 20 limits.
,

An analysis was also performed to illustrate that an extended (and undetected)

release of wastes collected af ter the maximum hypothetical accident must be
l

postulated before 10 CFR Part 100 guideline doses would be exceeded. The doses

calculated assume no corrective action at the public water intakes.
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The only significant hazard to the public drinking supply would be an

accidental release of stored wastes af ter a major accident when (it is expected)

comprehensive monitoring programs would be undertaken and any accidental release

would be detected. We believe that the analysis prasented illustrates the

potential magnitude of the problem and the corrective measures which are avail-

able and that the accidental release of liquid waste would not result in

excessive exposure to the public.

8.2 Steam Line 3reak

A steam line failure was analyzed which resulted in the release of the

fission products contained in the secondary system (which are accumulated due

to a minor tube leakage in the steam generator). The doses from this accident

were calculated to be within 10 CFR Part 20 limits. A steam line break

coincident with multiple tube failures was also analyzed.

Break of a main steam line during operation would cause cooldown of the

primary system due to flashing of the secondary system inventory. The flashing

of the relatively low feedwater inventory would cause a decrease in primary

coolant temperature of about 400F at the end-of-life conditions when the maximum I

i

negative moderator temperature coefficient is present. This, combined with the I

large increment of reactivity held by the control rods prevents an immediate

secondary criticality. Injection of boron from the high pressure injection

system and core flooding tanks is calculated to maintain the core in a shutdown

I
condition.

The applicant's calculations indicate a maximum clad temperature of about

7500F, during the steam line break transient and no clad failure is postulated

which would result in additional release of fission products to the primary
|
,
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sys tem water. Dose calculations were therefore based on release of fissicn

products contained in the primary system water (at a concentration based on

extended operation with 1% failed fuel) until the primary sys tem temperature

0reached 200 F. The applicant has calculated that a thyroid dose of about 30 rem

would result at the site boundary for a complete break of one tube, assuming

no plateout of halogens. Our calculations indicate a thyroid dose less than

10 CFR Part 100 guidelines even for a complete blowdown of the primary sys tem.

8.3 Rod Eiection Accident

The ejection of a control rod from the core is postulated to occur as a

result of a break in the pressure housing of the control rod drive. The

maximum reactivity increment that could be inserted corresponds to the worth

of the ejected rod in the core prior to the accident. The applicant has

stated that the maximum worth of a control rod at full power is 0.2% L k/k and

the maximum worth at source level, 0.5% t k/k. The parametric study presented

showed the effect of ejected rods worth 0.1% to 0.7% $1 k/k for both the full

power and source level cases.

For the ejection of a 0.2% rod from full power the maximum enthalpy in

the hottest fuel rod was calculated to be 157 calories per gram (cal /gm) . The

j applicant's sensitivity analysis, which arbitrarily increased the worth of the
i
! ejected rod, indicates that ejection of a rod worth 0.6% from full power would

result in a hot spot enthalpy of about 200 cal /gm. This is still belew the fuel

melting temperature and no significant rapid energy release to the water is

expected.

An ejection of a 0.5% as k/k rod at source power was calculated by ejecting

a 1% rod with the core initially 0.5% d k/k suberitical. The results of the

analysis indicate a resultant peak power level of about 39% full power.
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Paramaters varied in the sensitivity analysis included red worth, Ecppler

coefficient, moderator coefficient and trip delay time. An analysis was also

performed to obtain an estimate of the margin to failure of the vessel. Vessel

failure was es timated to occur for ejection of a rod worth of 2% si k/k. The

applicant also stated that core internals would not be damaged by ejection of a

1% rod since no fuel melting was calculated for that rod worth.

An environmental analysis was also performed and resulted in doses well

within Part 100 guidelines.

We believe that the results of the applicant's analyses show taat vessel l

failure would not occut as a result of an ejected rod of the worths calculated

for this design and that damage to core internals would not be expected at the

peak enthalpy values calculated.

8.4 Loss of Cociant Accident

i The applicant has proposed an emergency core cooling system (including

core flooding tanks) which is designed to protect the core for the full

spectrum of primary system break sizes which would result in a loss of coolant

up to the double-ended rupture of the largest pipe in the system. The appli-

cant plans core cooling analyses for the spectrum of break sizes. All of thase
)

Ihave not yet been completed and the calculation of blowdown forces has not been

completed but analyses are underway in both cases and will be looked at before

the operating license stage. As discussed in Section 6.1 of this report, we

believe that the representative analyses already done provide assurance to

support the construction permits for these units. As discussed in Section 4.8

of this report the applicant performed parametric analyses to establish the

peak sccident pressure in the containment which we believe to be satisfactory.
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As recommended by the ACRS, further evidence will be required at the operating
4

license stage that fuel clad failure will not affect significantly the ability

of the injection systems to cool the core.

The applicant has calculated the environmental consequences of this acci-

dent (and we have duplicated the analysis of the data) for the expected ccurse

of the accident and for a " design basis accident" in which 100% of the noble

gases and 507,of the halogens and 1% of the particulates are assumed to be

released to the reactor contain=ent. The reactor building leak rate was assumed

constant for 24 hours at 0.5%/ day and 0.25%/ day for the remaining duration of

the accident. As discussed in Section 4.6 of this report, one-half of this

leakage is assumed to pass through the penetration room filters where the

halogens are removed with a conservatively estimated 90% filter efficiency.

The meteorological model used as a basis for dose calculations is based

on the drainage of air down the river valley with no loss from the valley. It

is assumed that Pasquill Type F diffusion conditions prevail during such tires ,

and that the wind speed is low.

For the first 2 hours the wind speed is tak..n to be 1 m/sec, and the

diffusion is calculated at ths site boundary. At this point, there are two

hills which confine the valley so that the total cross-sectional area below

their tops (775 feet mean sea level) is about 13,500 square meters. For a

-plume uniformly distributed in such a space, the equivalent diffusion factor

(X/Q) is 7.4 x 10-5,

Doses for the duration of the accident were determined at the low popula-

tion distance of about 6 miles. A narrow point in the river valley exis ts

5.8 river miles from the site boundary in the vicinity of Clemson, S. C. , and

_
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the valley cross section at this point is about 101,400 square meters below

elevation 820 feet. It is noted that on the way to this point, the Keowee River

is joined by a similar sized stream, ths Little River. By comparing the valley

cross-section at this confluence, it can be shown that the air flowing down the

Keowee valley is diluted by a factor of about 0.48 at this point. |

Using a wind speed of 1.) meters /see for the first 24 hours, the value of

I/Q in the vicinity of Clemson is 3.16 x 10-6 For the remaining 29 days over,

!

which the dose was calculated, the same conditions are assumed to prevail 35% I
l
1of the time, giving a value of X/Q of 1.10 x 10-6 These values of diffusion
]
!factors were used as appropriate in the dose calculations for all accidents. '

The two hour dose at the site boundary for the " design basis accider.t" using

the above meteorological model is about 250 rem to the thyroid and 2 rem whole

body. The thirty day dose at the low population distance was calculated to be

150 rem to the thyroid by the applicant. However, this did not include the

initial 24 hour dose. The total of the " thirty day" and "24 hour" doses would
{

be 220 rem to the thyroid and about I rem whole body.

The above doses are all within the guidelines listed in 10 CFR Part 100

which recommends less than 300 rem to the thyroid and 25 rem whole body at the

exclusion radius for the two hour dose and less than 300 rem to the thyroid and

25 rem whole body at the low population distance over the course of the accident.

We believe that the reactor site conforms to the Commission's guidelines and

therefore is acceptable.

|
-

.
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9.0 MULTIPLE UNIT INSTALTATION

Units 1 and 2 share a number of auxiliary systems although no engineered

safety features components , except service water pumps , are shared. The appli-

cant has described Unit 3 as being separate from the other reactors except for

mutual sharing of conventional plant utility systems. Each unit has two battery

banks which feed a bus for that unit. The battery buses are cross-connected

between units by a breaker system.

Systems shared between Unit 1 and Unit 2 are listed in the table below

along with similar components which exclusively serve Units 1, 2 or 3.

Component or System No. of Components

Unit 1 (or Unit 2) Units 1 & 2 Unit 3
Exclusively Shared Exclusively

(1) Purification demineralizers 1 1 2

(2) Component coolers 1 1 2

(3) High pressure service
3 2water pumps -

(4) Low pressure service
3 2water pumps -

(5) Recirculated cooling
2 2water pumps -

(6) Recirculated cooling water
2 2heat exchangers -

In items (1) through (4) in the above table, one component is sized to

handle one unit. In items (5) and (6) one component is sized to handle two

units in the shared systems. We are also informed that a cross-tie will be
!

( installed between the outlets of the low pressure service water pumps of all
|

I three units to provide added flexibility.
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In Unit 3 the Chemical Addition and Sampling System, Spent Fuel Storage

Pool and Radioactive Waste Disposal System will be sized for a single unit while

these systems are shared between Unit 1 and Unit 2 and sized accordingly.

The vital bus system will be shared between the three units but will be

designed such that no single failure will interrupt protective electrical

systems as diacussed in Section 5.0 of this report.

We believe that sharing of the systems described above between units is

acceptable and will not compromise the safety of the three units by increasing

the probability or consequences of an accident.

i

!.

l

1

- _ - _ _ _c.
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10.0 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The applicant has identified a number of areas in which research and

J

development is required as listed in ite=s 1 through 4 below. We believe that
,

j item 5, core cooling, and item 6, xenon oscillations , should also be included in

the development program. Items 1 and 4 also contain considerations beyond those

initially specified by the applicant.

(1) Once-through s team generator

Steady-state conditions and operational transients will be investigated

in conjunction with the control system to be used. We believe that vibration

tests, including steam generator response to primary system blowdown, should be

investigated and the thermal response to both primary and secondary blowdowns

determined.

(2) Control rod drive unit test

The prototype tests outlined by the applicant to be conducted under

operating temperature, pressure, flow and water chemistry should provide ,

information on the operability and reliability of the system.

(3) In-core neutron detectors

The self-powered units are currently under test in the Big Rock Point

Nuclear Power Plant.

(4) Thermal and Hydraulic Programs -

The applicant has proposed scaled flow distribution tests on the vessel

and internals and rod bundle tests to determine local mixing and flow effects
.

as discussed in Section 3.4 of this report. We believe that further experimental

and analytical work must be done to determine the limiting heat fluxes at various

positions within the fuel bundle if the design is to be based on the B&W heat

transfer data.

- - -.
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(5) We also believe that the applicant should include core cooling in

the development program. Specifically (a) the completion of the analysis of

the spectrum of break sizes in the loss-of-coolant accident, (b) the develop-

ment of the analytical techniques for determining blowdown forces en reactor

internals, and (c) demonstration that the injection coolant will cool the core

including core bypass or formation of a vapor lock.

(6) Xenon Cac111ations
.

The applicant should further develop analytical techniques to determine

whether xenon oscillations can occur. If oscillations are possible a syste=

for controlling the oscillations will also have to be developed.

11.0 REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, by letter to Chairman Seaborg

dated July 11, 1967, reported on the Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3.

A copy of this letter is attached as Appendix A. The letter contained a number
j

of comments and recommendations which we are implementing as noted in the appro-

priate sections of this report. The items mentioned will be resolved prior to

the issuance of an operating license to the satisfaction of the staff and the

ACRS.

The report concluded "...the Committee believes that the proposed Oconee

Nuclear Station can be constructed with reasonable assurance that it can be

operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public."

|

_ _
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12.0 TECHNICAL O!!/.111'ICATIONS

The applicant, Duke Power Company, has extensive experience in the design,

construction and operation of electric generating plants. Duke personnel have

been involved with nuclear power generation since the early 1950's, culminating

in company ownership of 34% of the Carolinas-Virginia Tube Reactor at Parr,

South Carolina. Detailed qualifications of Duke and its principal nuclear

personnel can be found in Appendix 1A of the PSAR.

The nuclear steam system supplier, Babcock & Wilcox, designed and con-

s tructed the N.S. SAVANNAH and Indian Point i reactors , as well as the ATR and

several research reactors. In addition, B&W is one of two companies presently

supplying large reactor pressure vessels.

The Bechtel Corporation has serve'. as the architect-engineer on many

nuclear projects over the last few years. The latest of these f.7.clude the

San Onofre, Turkey Point, Palisades , and Point Beach reactors.

On the basis of the above considerations, and based upon our evaluation

of the responsible personnel, we believe that the applicant and its contractors,

B&W and Bechtel are suitably qualified to design and construct the proposed

facility.

|

|

I

<
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- -
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13.0 CCNFORMANCE TO THE CENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA

In November 1965, the Commission published its General Design Criteria

for Nuclear Power Plant Cons truction Permits. In the PSAR, Duke has evaluated

the units considering these criteria. However, on July 11, 1967, the Commission

published in the Federal Register its revised General Design Criteria taking into

account comments received on the initial criterias and further development of the

c.riteria by the regulatory s taf f. Anticipating the publication of revised

criteria and because we were involved in the formulation and development of the

revisions, we have evaluated the Duke application against the revised criteria

and have concluded that the proposed units conform to the intent of the revised

criteria. Recognizing that the proposed revised criteria may be modified as a

result of comments by interested parties during the 60 day period provided for
,

1

this purpose, we intend to review the proposed units at the operating license

s tage in light of the criteria as formulated at that time. I

14.0 COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY

The application reflects that the activities to be conducted would be

within the jurisdiction of the United States and that all of the directors and

principal officers of the applicant are American citizens. We find nothing in

the application or otherwise to suggest ths; the applicant is owned, controlled

or dominated by an alien, a foreign corporation or a foreign Government. The

activities to be conducted do not involve any restricted data, but the applicant

has agreed to safeguard any such data which might become involved in accordance

with paragraph 50.33(j) of 10 CFR Part 50. The applicant will rely upon obtaining
fuel as it is needed from sources of supply available for civilian purposes, so

that no diversion of special nuclear material from military purposes is involved.

For these reasons and in the absence of any information to the contrary, we have

found that the activities to be performed will not be inimical to the common

defense and security.
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15.0 CCNCLUSIcNS

Based on the proposed design of the Duke Power Company's Oconee Nuclear

Station, Units 1, 2 and 3, on the criteria, principles and design arrangements for

systems and co=ponents thus far described, which include all of the important

safety items, on the calculated potential consequences of routine and accidental

release of radioactive materials to the environs, on the scope of the develop-

ment program which will be conducted, and on the technical competence of the

applicant and the principal contractors , we have .oncluded that, in accordance

with the provisions of paragraph 50.35(a), 10 CFR Part 50 and paragraph 2.104(b)

10 CFR Part 2:

1. The applicant has described the proposed design of the facilities,

including, the pritcipal architectural and engineering criteria for

the design and has identified the major features or components for

the protection of the health and safety of the public;

2. Such further technical or design information as may be required to

complete the safety analysis and which can reasonably be left for

later consideration, will be supplied in the final safety analysis

reports;

3. Safety features or components, which require research and develop-

ment have been described by the applicant and the applicant has

i identified, and there will be conducted, a research and development

i program reasonably designed to resolve any safety questions associated
!
l with such features or components;

:

|

__
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4. On the basis of the foregoing, there is reasonable assurance that

(i) such safety questions will be satisfactorily resolved at or

before the latest date stated in the application for completion of

construction of the proposed facilities and (ii) taking into

consideration the site criteria contained in 10 CFR Part 100, the

proposed facilities can be constructed and operated at the proposed

location without undue risk to the health and safety of the public;

5. The applicant is technically qualified to design and construct the

proposed facilities; and

6. The issuance of permits for the construction of the facilities will

not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health

and safety of the public.

. - .
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WA$ r* i N GTOri. D.C. M545

JUL1 1957

Ucnorabic Glenn T. Sechorg
Chair =an
U. S. Atomic Encray Cc=nisaica
k'achington, D. C,

Subject: REPORT 03 GC0ZU UCCLF.C STATIC:i, I2 TITS 1, 2, AID 3

Dac: Dr. S:aborg:
,

At its cichty-si:cth =ceting, en June 8-10,1957, =d its cishty-ccventh
=ceting, on July 6-8, 1967, the Advisory Cc==it:cc on n::ctor 'afecuerda
revicced the proposal of the tuke pcuce C =?=y to ccastruct the Oconce -

Muclear Station, Caits 1, 2, =d 3, c: a cito neer Cic= son, South Carolina.
This project uaa revicued by = f.C2S Subec=sincco on 1 icy 2,1967, cc the
sito end at Cicacon, cnd on 1:cy 31 =d June 23, 1957, in Washington, D. C.
The Co=cittco hcd the benefit of di cuccicna uith reprocentatives of the
Duhc Power Ccepany and its consult =:c, "hc 0 bccch cnd Uilco:: Cc=peny,
2cchtel Corporatica, and tha ACO 2.;ulatory S:sff, and of tho documenta
liated.

Each unit of the Cconce Section inclucc a prcccuriucd-water recctor reced /: 2452 Int. Ecch unit is to be prcvided uith cn c cracacy coro cooling
ayacca (ECCS), including tuo core ficcding t=hu, thrca high-prosauro in-
jcetica pu=po, cnd threc lou-prescurc injec:ica and rceirculction pe=ps.
The applicant propocco no: to operctc a unit with c coro flocding tank
valved off. The Cc-=aittoo rccc===d: th:: the Oc;ulctory Staff revicu
tho detailed docian of the 2CCS cd tha calysis of its perfor= nco for
tho entiro cpcetrum of break siccc, as cocn na this infor=ction is avail-
ablo. In chia reapect:

.

1. The Reculatory Staff cheuld revie.u c=ly ca of possiblo
~

offects, upon proscurc-vo::cl intc;rity, criain; from
ther=al shoch induced b' CCOS operatica.*j

.

2. Tho' cffects of bloudoun fcrec cn core cnd other pri=ary
cystem ce=ponents chculd Sc =01 :cd more fully as do-7
tailed design proceeds.*

3. Further evidenco should to cbteined :o show that fuol-rod
failuro in loss-of-coolcat accidents will not affect-
significantly tho ability of the 2CCS to provent clad

O j
,

-
. ,.
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4. The applicant h:2 propoccd cddin3 cwing-check vclves in
-

tho coro bcrrol to en ura obtaining cdcquata hcight of
cooling water in the cero under all circu=: ten:co of
ECCS oporation. This featuro chould bo further revicw6d a

to oncura that no new problems arc introduced.

5. The applicant will explcro further possibilitics for
i=provenant, particularly by diversificction, of the
instruccatation that initicta: ECOS cction.

Escrgency power sources for the ECCS cnd other cafoguards cro: (a) tha
other Oconce units (cach unit een 'uithat nd and vill bo ecsted to with-
stand instantaneous loss of Iced without a recetor trip or a turbino

-

trip); (b) two hydroelectric unita at Kocuco station loss then ono mile
away, with independent overhead and undcrground tran ciacion linas; and
(c) a gas-turbine unit thirty milca cuay with infcpondcat trcnsmission
lino, transformer, and switchycrd -- cl1 in addition to the usual culti-
plo ties to the power transmiscion grid. The applicant stated that
switching and sequencing of sources, busco, cnd loeds would bo such that
no single failure would Lapair cystc= cvailability.

.

The applicant stated that the entire pri= ry cystem of coch unit, includ-
ing the insido and outsido of the reacecr vescol, will be accessiblo for
inspection over the life of the plant.

.

The Co=aittco continuas to c=phcsico the i=portance of quality casuranco
in fabrication of the primary system as well cc in:pection during servico "f
life, and reco=cends that the applicant 2:placcat those t provcacnts in
pri=ary system quality that arc prcetical with current technology.*

The moderator coefficient of rocctivity is calcul ted to bo positive at
the beginning of coro life, for the first cere. Tha applicant is making
detailed studios of tho offect of this coefficicnc on the course of postu -
laced accidents; if necessary, the coefficion: will be mado more negativa -

by the addition of solid poison shi=0 to the coro.

Further evidenco should be obtained concerning the chility of tho fuel to
_withstcnd expected transients at the cad of its anticipated lifetime.*

Tho applicant is investigating further tha s'chility margin for xenon
oscillations.

.

The containacnt structuros are similar to thoco for the Turhoy Point re-
actors previously reviewed. Consideration shculd be given to taproved
inspection of wolds in the steel linor of such containments, because an
acceptance pressuri=ation test does not strass the liner to postulated
accident conditions.

, . d _m -

.
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2ces: for the rc a:c; pro::ction cyste.=c and :h: caf:Cucrds protectica
-

2 a:c=2 for all three unit: ': providnJ. L'/ : ;ys == of ci:: bc:terico,j .

;;atic inverters, and si:: busc:. n c ::=c be. crica, via other inver-
crs and buscc, provide pcrer :o tha cca:rol cyst:cs for all th:-ce units.

"hc Cc=rittee uraca the applicant o ::.vica :ha design of th::c systc=s
with reapoct to independence of c:04 unit fr:= troubics in the others.

The applicent propocas to construe; a ;ubserged carthen ucir in the in-
tche canal :o accure a hea aink in :he cycn: 2 cuce T.csc: vel: is drcun
dcun c::cessively. The Cc==it:cc belicves th: caraful attention in necoa-
scry in :he design cad construction of thia ucir.to cvoid hydraulic crocice
and soil instabilit/, pcrticularly in c aa of rapid dravdcwn.

~he Advisory Cc==ittac on hac:c Safc3uced: bclievc3 : hat the 1 c=3 con-
cioned above can be recolved h/ the applicent end the ac;ulatory S:cif
during constructica of tho rcactors. Ca tha bcais of tha forc;oing com-
=cnto, the Cc==ittae belicvec :h: the preposed Cconce l'uclocr Statica
can be conscructed with rea onabic nsaurcnce th : it can be o7erated
without unduo risk to the hccith and 3:2:.:7 cf the public.

Sin: crc 17 y:ura,

f,...... .,c..aww.,v. na v 4...t 4 *

. , ..v. c-.as-
. . ._..,m...

.

.. . , . , , .u.no .i.4 . . . . .~

Chair =an

*The Ccts:ittec belicyos that these ::::cra arc significant for all large
water-cooled power reactors, and verranc careful attcntion.

References:
1. Duko Power Co=pany, Oconce !!uclocr Station, Units 1 cnd 2, Pralisinary

Sciety Analysis Report, Volu=ca I cnd II, undated, received Doce=bar 5,
,

: 1o, c, o. .

2. A=cndment No.1, d::cd April 1,1967. -

3. A=cndment No. 2, dated April 13, 1957.
4. A=end=ent Mo. 3, dated April 29, 1967.- -

5. A= cad en: No. 4, dated May 25, 1967.
| 6. A=end= cat No. 5, dated Juna 16, 1967. ' ' . '// ~ . .
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CURONOLOGY ~ PECULATORY 9EVT147 0F T E

OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION

1. November 28, 1966 Submittal of Preliminary Safety Analysis
"enort.

2. January 18, 1967 Meeting with applicant to revieti arenter
detail required.

1 'chruary 14 and 13, 1967 Meetine with applicant to discuss technical
aspects of plant design.

4. ' arch 23, 1967 Ouestions issued to the aonlicant requestino
plant design and safety features informat ion.

5. April 1, 1967 Submittal of Amendment No. 1: partial ann 2r
to staff questions of March 23, 1967.

6. April 18, 1967 Submittal of Amendment No. 2; complete answer
to staff questions of March 23, 1967.

7. April 27 and 28, 1967 Meeting with applicant to discuss information
submitted in Arendments Mos. 1 and 2.

3. April 29, 1967 Submittal of Amendment No. 3: includes appJi-
cation for construction nernit for Unit "o. 3

at Oconee site.

9. May 2, 1967 ACRS Subcommittee meeting with staff and
applicant at the site.

10. May 3, 1967 Meeting with applicant to discuss accident
meteorology and use of hydro plants as emer-
gency power units. ,

!

11. May 11, 1967 Ouestions issued to the applicant. l

12. May 25, 1967 Submittal of Amendment Fo. 4 answers staff
questions of May 11, 1967 j

13. May 31, 1967 ACRS Subcommittee meeting with staff and |
applicant to discuss technical aspects of '

design.

14. June 0, 1967 ACRS meeting discusses technical aspects of
design.

O
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15. June 13, 1967 Staff meeting at Cowan's Ford Hydroelectric
:

Station to discuss reliability of hydro-'

power.!

16. June 16, 1967 Submittal of Amendment No. 5 supplies infor-
;

'
mation on topics raised at June 8 at the
ACRS meeting.

.

; 17. June 23, 1967 ACRS Subcommittee meeting with staff and
applicant to discuss technical sspects ofi

design.'

I
18. June 29, 1967 Staff meeting with applicant to discuss los..

of-coolant analysis.

19. July 7, 1967 ACRS meeting discusses technical aspects of
design.

20. July ll, 1967 ACRS t'eport on Oconee Nuclear Station, Units
'

1, 2, and 1.

-1
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Harold L. Price J/,Ay 11 jgg7
Director of Ragulatio.;ricinal cicned by

1,Illton ShrV

Milton Shaw, Director

Division of Raactor Davolopcont & Tochnology
,

ilAZARDS SGD1ARY % PORT
., r e

RDT:NS:S146 * '

daforenca is made to tha lettera of March 6 and April 19, 1967,.
from the Division of Ecactor Licensing, to the Environmental -

Science Sorvices Administration requesting cocments on the
following safaty analysis reports respectively:

_ ,

Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Units No. 2 & 3
Philadelphia Electric Company

,

Preliminary Safety Analysia Report
,

Oconaa Nuclear Station Units 1 & 2
Duke Power Company

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report 'f,

Amendment #2 dated April 13, 1967-
.

acview by tha Environmental Maccorology Branch, Air ansources Lab- <,

,

oratory, ESSA, has now been complaced and by copy of chia memorandum, /

va are transmitting their coaxacnts to Mr. P. Morris, Director, DEL.

cca P. Morris, Director, DRL, v/ attach. (Orig. & 1 cy.) j E(-
'
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Comments on
|

! Oconee Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2
| Duke Power Company *

! Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
Amendment #2 dated April 18, 1967

Prepared by
.

Environmental Meteorology Branch
Institute for Atmospheric Sciences

May 3,1967

The critical off-site location with regard to high concentrations would
appear to be the Keowee River valley to the east and southeast of the
site. As indicated by a statement in the applicant's revision, the
terrain in this direction will modify the drainage flow direction to
that following the Keowee River. At the 1 mile site boundary the valley
is confined by two hills at a height of 778 and 773 f t Mean Sea Level
and separated by a horizontal distance of about 2000 feet. Thus, with
the valley floor at 660 f t MSL, the cross-sectional area at the height;

! of these hills is about 1 x 103 square feet. The valley remains
restricted in a similar fashion farther downstream.

Depending upon the assumptions used, the following concentrations could
be attained at the site boundary of 1600 meters:
Assumotion y/Q ( see in' )

Type F, 1 m/sec, no b1dg. effect 3.4 x 10
~

Type F, 1 m/sec, b1dg. effect C = .5, A = 5180 m* 1.6 x 10 '~

Type F,1 m/sec, bldg. effect C = 1.0, A = 5180 m' 1.1 x 10
~

~

5 2Valley Confinement, u = 1 m/sec, Area = 10 f 1.0 x 10
~

Type F, u = 1.9 m/sec, bldg. effect C = 1.0, A = 5180 m' ~ 6.0 x 10
'~

Since-very little site meteorological data are available, it remains to
be seen whether a wind speed of 1.9 as opposed to 1.0 m/sec is more

.

appropriately conservative. The applicant has chosen to use the least
conservative assumption listed above, resulting in a concentration a
factor of 5 lower than T.I.D.14844 meteorology, which does not give
credit for building turbulence effects.

In addition to the meteorological measurements planned for the microwave
tower on a hill to the west of the reactor building complex, it is also
necessary to measure air flow in the valley to the east if information on

.

/'*/ * /"* / /
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the drainage flow is to be obtained. However, any measurement program
started now will not truly reflect the conditions which will exist when
Keowee Dam is completed and Lake Kcowee to the west and north of the
site has reached its full pond elevation of o00 feet MSL, which is 4 feet
above plant grade. .

In summary, atmospheric diffusion rates in the general area of the site
are expected to be somewhat lower on the average when compared to other
locations in the United States. With the construction of Keowee Dan and '

its resevoir, the primary nighttime, inversion transport is expected to
be down the Keowee River valley. Assuming an effluent will be confined
to the valley to a height of about 100 feet at the site boundary, a
concentration of 1 x 10-4 sec m would result with a wind speed of-3
1 m/ sec and uniform mixing within the valley. This would be our best,
estimate at the moment, of a controlling concentration.
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. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT*

IVIemorandum
J{JN 1 6 '4937To : Peter A. Morris, Dir2ctor DATE:

Division of Reactor Licensing

.e t I.f. ,A''

FROM : Milton Shaw, Director .jij',v,

Division of Reactor Development & Cachnology

sunJECT: FAZARDS SDN.RY REPORT
.

"
-

RDT:liS:S198 ,

Reference is made to the lette of May 31, 1967, from your Division,
to the Environmental Science Services Administration requesting commenta ,

on the following safety analysis report:

'

Oconee liuclear Station Units 1, 2 and 3
Duke Power Company

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
Amendment #4 dated May 25, 1967

Review by the Environmental Meteorology Branch, Air Resources Laboratory,
ESSA, has now been completed and their co:rments are attached.

'

/-

Attachment:
Comments (Orig. and 1 cy.)
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. _ &. __ .._ . Bar U.S. Sovinu Bonde Rezularis on the Famil Savina Plan _ _ _O J k,.__
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. .

Comments on

Oconee Nuclear Station. Units 1, 2 and 3
Duke Power Company

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report
Amendment #4 dated May 25, 1967 '

,

.

Prepared by -

Environmantal Meteorology Branch
Institute for Atmospheric Sciences

'

June 9, 1967
. .

It is noted that the amendment offers a second meteorological
_ diffusion model based on confined valley drainage under inversion

conditions. It is our opinion that this second model, which is
identical to the valley confinement assumption in our comments of
May 3,1967, is more realistic and is appropriately conservative.
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UNITED STATES
Jjy DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR-

" ' * > GECLOGICAL SURVEY
'

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20242 *

JUN 191S67

lir. Harold L. Price
Director of Regulations
U. S. Atomic Energy Commiosion
15915 St. Elmo Avenue
Bot.hescia, Maryland 205155

Dear Mr. Price:

Transmitted herewith in response to the request of &lson G. Case,
dated December 21, 1966, is a review of the geologic and hydrologic '

aspecto of the license :pplication of the Duke Power and Li ht6
Compeny Oconce Nuclear 6tation.

Thio review prepared by Henry W. Coulter and Eric L. Meyer of the
U. S. Geological Survey has been discussed with mer:bers of your
staff and we have no ob.jections to your making it a part of the

.
public record.

.

Sincerely yours,

kT(- /

Director

Enclosure
- '

.
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Ocence Nuclear Gtatica, Duke Power Company
Units 1, 2, and 3

Oconee County, South Carolina
AEC Dockets 50-269, 50-270

.

HYDROLOGY

This review is based on information provided by the applicant in
the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and Supplements 1 thou6h
h.

The proposed plant is approximately half a mile vest of the Keovee
River at on altitude of 794 feet above mean sea level (msl), and
129 feet above the flood pool elevation of the Hartwell Reservoir,
ponded by a dam about 35 miles downstream from the site. Cooling
vator for the' nuclear plant vill be taken from Keovee Reservoir '
to be ponded by Keovec Dom (proposed) on the Keovec River and
another dam on the Little River. This pool vill cover the drain-
age divide between the two streams at one point upstream frem the
plant site; normal pool level is 800 feet mal. The low peint of
the ridge that separates Keovce Reservoir and the site is shown
on topn6raphic maps to be between 820 to 827 feet mal. The sur-
charge on the reservoir due to a maximum probable flood on Keovee
River is given as 808 feet mal. Flecding of the site either by
topping the ridge or by a rise of the river below Keovee Dam does
no' sppear to be possible.

Liquid radioactive vastes frcm the reactor are to be discharged
into the tailrace of the proposed Keovee Dam hydro-power units.
Ccncentrations of vaste radionuclides are computed in section 11 .h
of the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report assuming dilution by
the average discharge past Koovee dam. In determining the radio-
active effluent limits act by 10 CFR 20, credit for this dilution
should be allowed only if complete mixing of the vastes and river
water occurs prior to entry of the ccmbin6d discharge into unre-
stricted areas. Consideration should also be given to avoiding
radioactive vaste releases during periods when flow is low, as
it would be when the hydro-power units are not in use.

-
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GDOLOGY

Tne npp1]cnnt3 C0010Cic analynic of the oconce fluclear Station site
proncated in the Atenic Energy Commiccien Docket (50-269-270) was
examined and compared with the available literature.

Decaune little is kncvn concerning coological details of structural
elements within the piedmont crystallinc zone and most epicentral
locations there are inexact, attempts to relate individual seismic
cvento to apecific otructures within the zone cannot be made with anycrent degree of confidence.
equal in intensity to the largent carthquake that has been recordedHence it must be assumed that an earthquake
anywncre throughout the zone may occur at any given locality withinthe zone.

In concrol, when dealing with weathered crystalline rocks throughout the
Piedmont Province the following considerations apply.
lockin6 texture of the caprolite is undisturbed .Lt wil)Whore the inter-
olopeo in cut faces and will support considerable loads. stand in steep
in noderato slopea.coprolite is reworked and used as fill it may be subject to failure even

However, when_

Thus any saprolite fill should be so located as to
avoid the possibility of impingement on critical structures in the event
of clope failure and the location of structures across a saprolite cut-
fill interface should be avoided.

Boring data indicate that adequate foundation conditions on firm bedrock
beneath the plant site should be encountered at anticipated elevations
Decause of the irre6ularity of the weathered zone, the requirement for.

ing practice to ensure bearing on sound rock at all localities may bedetailed modifications of footing design as is usual in standard engineer-'

noticipated.
,

'-

yh to Dockot floo.The applicanto responses to questions 12.1 and 12.2 contained in amendment .
50-269, 50-2To,and 50-287 indicate that foundation

investigations and stability analyacs comparable to those undertaken for
other critical plant components have been, or will be, undertaken for the
dams and intake structures necessary to provide cooling water supply tothe plant. |

I
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. Mr. Harold L. Price
. Director of Re5ulations '

<
" U. S. Atomic Energy Corre.insion-

Washington, D. C. 20545,,

.

Dear Mr. Price: *
.

- -
.,

In accordance with your request, we are forwarding 10..
.

copies of.our report on the seismicity of the Seneca.

(Oconee County), South Carolina, area. The Coast and
,

- Geodetic Survey has reviewed and evaluated the infor-
,

mation on the seismicity of the area presented by the .

applicant in their " Duke Power Company Oconee Nuclear - -.

Station Preliminary Safety Analysis Report," and find'
that it is satisfactory with respect to both distant

' and nearby earthquakes. .

_

If we may be of further assistance to you, please do
\ not hesitate .to contact us. '.

,
,

. . . .,
.. , h.

. ;. Sincerely yours,-

.
,

,
.
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mes C. Tison, Jr.-
e.

'* '" "' ' ' . . .. ear Admiral, USESSA ,'; - - Director --'

-
'. ' . - i. -( . . . . . ,.,
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REPORT ON TIZ SEISMICITY OF THE .

SENECA (OCONEE COUNTY), SOUTH CAROLI' A AREA- ' ~.c.N *'
,

.

.

At the request of the Division of Reactor Licensing of -

'

'

the Atomic Energy Commission, the Seismology Division of
.

the Coast and Geodetic Survey has evatuated the seismicity

of the area around the proposed reactor site near Seneca
,

(Oconee County),-South Carolina, and has reviewed the simi- {.
, ,

1ar analysis by the applicant in their " Duke Power Company * *

'.
. .

,
.

'
'

,[ . ,Oconee Huclear Station Preliminary Safety Analysis Report." .-
,

.

The applicant's seismicity report contains a complete list-
'

i

ing of. the carthquakes both distant and nearby, which may _ , ' '
'

'
have affected the proposed site, and a detailed review of

i
' '

-. the geology within a few hundred miles of the site. Little |f,
-

1
-

.

is known, however,. concerning the details of the geological !
,

.\ .. .,

structures in the area and.the relationship of these struc
,

'

.

.

. -

tures to earthquakes. Because of this, therSurvey believes., ; -*

., .

' that the largest earthq'uake recorded anywhere in the. zone' E '""- "

, .a : _ u_,

c may occur along one of the faults near the site. /,.. .

|
-

. .

Based upon the review ~of the seismic. history of the ( l
*

'

.n .

A.- site and the surrounding area and the related geologic con- - ...

'

siderations, the Coast and Geodetic Survey agrees with the ' '

applicant that an, acceleration.of'O.05g on rock would be -' '
-

*

.
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a
c

adequate for representing the ground motions from earthquake *

| disturbances likely to occur within the lifetime of the fa- . .
.

.

cility. In addition, it agrees that an acceleration of 0.10g', '

. .
I

on rock would represent the ground motions from the maximum
..

earthquake likely to affect the site. We believe this value

would provide an adequate basis for designing protection
.

'

against the loss of fun'ction.of components important to-

. .
.

' ' '
safety. We also agree that an acceleration of'O.15g is an ;,,

'

adequate basis for designing protection against the loss of .
...

-

.. .
' '

function of components important to safety that are not lo- .;-.,

~
' cated on rock.. '/ .. , . .: - -

. .. .
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NATHAN M. NEWMARK

1114 Civil Engineering Building
Consulting Engineering Services Urbana, Illinois 61801
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Report to AEC Regulatory Staff-

i

! .

1 ADEQUACY OF THE STRUCTURAL CRITERIA FOR THE
j OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION UNITS 1, 2, AND 3

) /

DUKE POWER COMPANY
(Dockets 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287)

by

-
. .

N. M. Newmark and W. J. Hall
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ADEQUACY OF THE STRUCTURAL CRITERIA FOR THE
CCONEE UUCLEAR STATION UNITS 1, 2, AND 3

,

by
.

N. M. Newmark and W. J. Hall . .

INTRODUCTION
,

.

} This report concerns the adequacy of the containment structures, components,
4

| and dams for the three units of 2452 MWt each (874 MWe, net) for which application

for a construction permit and operating license has been made to the U. S. Atomic
i

] Energy Commission (Dockets No. 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287) by the Duke Power
!

Company. The facility is to be located on the shore of future Lake Keowee in

Oconee County, South Carolina, 8 miles NE of Seneca, South Carolina.
!

The report is concerned specifically with the evaluation of the design cri- /

i teria that determine the ability of the containment system to withstand a design1

earthquake acting simultaneously with other applicable loads forming the basis

of the containment design. The facility also is to be designed to withstand a

maximum earthquake simultaneously with other applicable loads to the extent of

insuring safe shutdown as well as containment. The seismic design criteria for

Class I equipment and piping are also reviewed herein, along with a review of

the analyses of the dams which are required for inpounding the required cooling

water supplies. This report is based on information and criteria set forth in

the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and Supplements thereto as listed

at the end of this report. We have participated in discussions with the AEC
.

.

regulatory staff,. in which many of the design criteria were discussed in detail.

.

e
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DESCRIPTI0': 0F Tile FACILITY

Oconee Nuclear Station Units 1, 2, and 3 are described in the PSAR as
'

pressurized water reactors for which the nuclear steam system and fuel cores *

,

are to be supplied by the Babcock and Wilcox Company, each designed for a power <

!

output of 874 MWe (net). The reactor coolant system for each unit consists of

two closed reactor coolant loops connected'in parallel to the reactor vessel, |

~
'each provided with reactor coolant pumps and a steam generator. The reactor

vessel will have an inside diameter of about 14 ft-3'in., a height of about
,

41 ft-9 in., and is designed for an internal pressure of 2500 poig, a temperature

of 650 F, and is made of SA-302 Grade B steel clad with Type 304 austenitic stain-
* *

less steel.

'
Each of the reactor units is contained in a fully reinforced concrete

A

'

structure in the shape of a cylinder with a shallow domed roof and a flat foun-

dation slab. The cylindrical portion is prestressed by a post-tensioning system
*

.

consisting of horizontal and vertical tendons. The dome has a three-way post- ,

tensioning system. The flat foundation slab is conventionally reinforced with .

4

high-strength reinforcing steel, and the entire structure is lined with a 1/4 in.

| welded steel plate. The cylindrical part of each of the containment structures
!

j 'is approximately 116 ft inside diameter, has an inside height of 206 ft, vertical

wall thickness of 3 ft-9 in., and a dome thickness of about 3 ft-3 in. The foun-
9

dation slab is abo't 8-1/2 fc thick. -u .

The PSAR on page 5-1 of Vol. I indicates that the design will in many respects

! be similar to that for the Florida Power and Light Company's Turkey Point Plant,

Consumer Power Company's Palisades Plant, and Wisconsin-Michigan Power Company's!

Point Beach Plant. Although no st'ated details are'given, we a,ssume, then, that
,

the cylindrical wall is to be provided with a system of hoop .cendone which are
'

. . . . . . . . _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ ._ . . . . . _ . . . . . _ . _ _ .
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placed in a 3-120 system using six buttresses as anchorages with the tendona

sta;;gered so that. half of the tendons at each buttress teminate at that buttresa.-

In Appendix 53 it is noted.that the prestressing vill be post-tensioned, and un-,

! ,_

bonded, with the tendons encased in rigid steel conduit and corrosion protection

; provided by grease injected into the conduit under pressure. The answer to

Question 9.2 of Supplement 1 indicates that the BBRV system of prestressing will,

j be employed.
.

j - From Appendix SE and Figure 5-1, it is noted that the welded steel liner
i
; will be at least 1/4 in. thick and made up of AS E A-442 steel with angle-type
i

{, anchors. It is noted that the liner plate will be thickened in the vicinity
,

i of penetrations.
.

1
.

! Appendix 5B indicates that ASE A-4.32 reinforcing steel will be used in

the base slab, and that ASE A-15 deformed bars will be employed in the cylinder,

j

'. wall, the domed roof,'and around the openings to control shrinkage and tensile
I
; cracks. It is further noted in Appendix SD that for large 14S and 18S rein-
4

Id forcing steel, Cadweld splices will be employed, and the Errata filed with
*F

Amendment 3 indicate that the tensile strength of the splices will equal or
l

exceed 125 percent of' the minimum yield strength of each grade of reinforcing

.} steel as specified in the appropriate AS M standard. We recommend that tack

, welding or other welding not be permitted for the A-a432 bars in the foundation
'

slab or elsewhere, to avoid the possiblity of fracture or other difficulties in
1

_ achieving the required' ductility of these ' reinforcing bars.

The geology is summarized in Appendices 2A and 2E; on,page 2-9 of Vol. I

of the PSAR it is stated that the structure will be founded on' th'e normal Fiedmont
'

'*
granite gneisses. '

.
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SOURCES OF STRESSES IN CONTAImiENT
STRUCTURE AND TYPE 1'COMPCNENTS

The containment structure is to be designed for the following loads: dead

load of the etructure; live loads (including roof loads, pipe forces, and reactor

service crane loads); accident pressure load associated with loss-of-coolant acci- -

dent of 59 psig; test pressure of 67.9 psig, ano external-internal pressure

differential of 3 psig corresponding to a drop of barometric pressure associated

with a tornado with wind speeds of 300 mph (Supplement 4) as well as wind loading

corresponding to 95 mph at 30 f t height.

On the basis of the information presented on page 5-5 of Vol. fI of the PSAR,

Appendix SB, page SB-4, and the answer to Question 8.5 of Supplement 1, and in

accord with the USC&GS report (Ref. 3), the design earthquake will be characte-

rized by a maximum horizontal ground acceleration of 0.05g and the maximum earth-

quake by,a 0.10g horizontal ground acceleration. The structure is to be founded
7

on firm basement rock. -

COMMENTS ON ADEQUACY OF DESIGN
.

Seismic Design -- In connection with the selection of the design earthquake
.

and the maximum earthquake, we agree with the values selected, and concurred in

by the USC&GS, namely that of a basic design for a design earthquake of 0.05g and

design for a maximum earthquake of 0.10g maximum horizontal ground acceleration.

On page 5B-4 of Appendix SB, for the design earthquake of 0.05g, it is'indi-
'

cated that the horizontal and vertical acceleration will be taken as equal in

intensity. We find no mention of this fact for the maxinum earthquake but assume

that the same situation will obtain there, and assuming that this is the case, we

concur in this approach.

. .
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The proposed response spectra for various degrees of danping for'the maximur.-

carthquake are presented in answer to Question 8.5 of Supplement.1, for the ces'ign -

earthquake as part of Appendix 2B, and as modified in both cases ',y Supplement 4.

We find no cyplanation for the basis of the selection of the ground motions

(" ground motion spectra"), other than for the acceleration values which have al-

ready been agreed upon and which control in the high frequency band. We have

compared the revised response spectra (Supplement 4) with those presented in

report TID-7024 and find them to be substantially in agreement for frequencies

above 0.2. cps , the regi'on in which most, if not all, structural elements will

fall. We believe that the applicable parts of the spectra are acceptable for

design purposes. 7

The' damping values to be employed are listed in answer to Question 8.4 of

Supplement 1. We are in agreement with the damping values given therein with
/

the further understanding, however, that the 5 percent damping value to be used .

for the maximum earthquake will be employed in the design in such a way that

there will be a limitation on the deformations of the containment structure and

its components. The general dynamic design approach outlined in answer to this

same question appears acceptable to us both for the containment structure and=for
.

the piping.

The loading combinations for the containment desi'gn are presented in Appendix

SA. We are in agreement with the load factor expressions stated the're for the

case of the design and maximum earthqu'ake. In reply to Question 8.1 of Supplement
i

1, however, it is noted that "the design criteria which will be applied to the i

l

above loading is that the deformation will be " limited to values which will' permit f
' ' .

.

a safe and orderly shutdown."' This statement provides no gui'de as to what the

.,
,

1
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limitation on deformations will be, but we note that, in connection with the

ucsign of the liner, as described in Appendix SE, a limitation of 0.5 percent
,

strain has been set for the liner. On the asoumption that the design will call

for a reasonable limitation on ductility, i.e., on.the order of not more than
,

two or three times the gross yield deformation, and further that the liner

deformation will be restricted as noted, we believe that the desig'n approach for

the maximum earthquake will be satisfactory in this respect.

In Appendix SA it is noted that the polar crane is a Clas's I structure, and

on the assumption that steps will be taken to insure that these cranes cannot

be displaced from the rails during a design or maximum earthquake or otherwise
,

topple to create damage which would prevent safe shutdown or [mpair the contain-
t

ment, we believe that this aspect of the design can be handled properly to make

it satisfactory in all respects.

We have reviewed in some detail the design calculations for the dams as /

given in Supplement 1, and on the basis of the analyses we believe that the

safety of the dams is satisfactory for the 0.lg earthquake on the basis that the

dass are founded on basecent rock as indicated. We call attention to one minor

discrepancy in the method of analysis, based on that by N. M. Newmark (1965)

given in the Rankine lecture to the Institution of Civil Engineers,'in which the

analyses given in Supplement i used static slip circles for the dynamic analysis.
,

In general the slip circles for the dynamic analysis will be differe,nt from those

for a static analysis, but in this case it appears that the results will be only

slightly different, and that safety is achieved. It was noted in one case that

one of the slices was on the verge of movement for the 0.lg earthquake; however,

investigation reveals that such a slice would move only a small distance, and

we helieve that the function of the dam would not be impaired in any serious -

+-
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manner by such a minor slippage, should it occur. In summary, we believe that

the dams can withstand the maximum earthquake stipulated, althou3h the margin of

safety against slippage, as noted above, is not great for he maximum hypothetical

carthquake. As documented in Supplement 4 a natural pool LJ water will be pro-
.

vided for shutdown cooling in the event of unexpected das failure.

General Design Considerations -- We have reviewed with care and interest

the design criteria for the prestressed concrete reactor building as presented

in Appendix SC, and the elaboration on the development for handling the shear

at yield loads as given in answer to Question 8.7 of Supplement 2. We are in

agrac=ent with the provisions there for handling principal concrete tension and
,

' the new recom=endations for handling radial shear. In the event that further data

become available on this matter prior to completion of the design stages, we trust

that such infe ation can be incorporated into the design, if this appears warranted

The design of the penetrations is described briefly inPenetrations e--

Section 5 of Vol..I of the PSAR, and elaboration is given in answer to Question 8.3

of Supplement 2. On the basis of the discussions presented therein, we concur in

the approach that is described for this particular design'.

Surveillance -- We find some information on the planned surveillance program,
.

in Section 5, and recommend st'rongly that a reasonable and sensible surveillance
'

program be maintained throughout the life of the structure.

Pining and Other Type 1 Components -- We find discussion of,the design of the

piping presented in answer to Question 8.1 of Supplement 1 which refers to Appendix

5A as appropriate for the class of piping involved, with further amplification on

the dynanic design provision as given in answer to Question 8.4. We are in general '

. .
,
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agreement with the approach proposed therein, but are still not sure e:cactly

how the piping analysis will be carried out in the sense that is implie'd in the

last paragraph on page 8.4-3 (4-1-67), which states that the stresses from the -

horizontal and vertical components acting simultaneously will be combined with

the stresses due to weight, thermal and m#echanical loads, and internal pressure,

and in turn these stresses will determine the required yield strength of the

piping systems. This does not completely answer the~ question of what limitations

will be placed on the piping in terms of behavior under the maximum earthquake,

particularly in terms of limitations on deformation. We recommedd, for the
.

~ specific materials used, that the deformations be limited to reasonable values

which will preclude any difficulties with fatigue or fracture. Particular

attention should be given to the piping at those places where it penetrates the /

containment, or to that piping which is required for safe shutdown in this regard.

The same provisions apply to piping that will run from intake structures to the

plant and which will be required for safe shutdown in the event of an earthquake

or an accident.

Conclusions -- On the basis of the information presented, and in accord with

the design goal of providing serviceable structures and components with a reserve
,

of strength and ductility and which will provide for containment as well as safe
,

shutdown, we believe that with approapriate attention to the design details as

discussed in the body of our report, the design criteria outlined for the contain-

ment structures and Type 1 piping can provide an adequate margin of safety for
i

seismic resistance.

-

.
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1. " Preliminary Safety Analysis Report--Volumes I and II," Oconee Nuclear
.

Station Units 1, 2, and 3, Duke Power Company, 1966. [
2. " Preliminary Safety Analysis Report--Supplements 1, 2, 3, and 4," Oconeei

| Nuclear Station Units 1, 2, and 3, Duke Power Company, 1967. ,

1

3. " Report on Seismicity of the Oconee Nuclear Station Units 1, 2, and 3,"
U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey, Rockville, Maryland, June 16, 1967.
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ATPE! DIX ?
(ICL)

NATHAN M. N:EWMARK

CONSULTING ENGiNCERING SEAVeOCS 1114 C:VIL ENG NEERING SUILOING

UABANA. ILUNCIS 618ol

5 July 1967
.

Or. Peter A. Morris, Di rector

Division of Racetor Licensing
U. S. Atcmic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Re: Submerged Voir in Intckc Canal
Duke Power CO.
Docket 225, 50-259, 53-270, 50-267

Dear Dr. Harris:

The following report is bcsed on the studies made by Dr. A. J. Hendron, Jr.
of our staff, and has been approved by Dr. V. J. Hall cnd mysolf. Cur com=cnts
concerning the sta'oility of the pecpcsed submerged walr, as described in
Supplemant 5 of Amendment 5, by Item ;b. 11, dcted 15 June 1967, follow.

(1) The factor of safety for static behavior under rapid drawdown,
within the pressure icvcis of interest, ac stated in the report is consistent
with the shear strength of the mctorial equel to or greater than that
carresponding to a Hohr failure envelopo with a cohesion Intercept of 230 psf
and an angle of Internal f riction of 300, for consolidcted-undrained condit ions.

Tnese rutcrial properties cppccr to bc recsone.ble. Fow ver, the
tcs; technique used may not give comple:cly conservctive values since there may
be a possibility of inccmplete scturation of the samples boccuse they wore not
"back-pressured" to cssure 100% saturation, immediately before shearing.
Nevertheless, f rom the results of our calculations, there appears to be no
cause for concern.

.

(2) For corr.bined earti.qucke and rcpid dr wde.:n, the ef fective
shearing resistenco of the dam on sloping surfaces is chout 0.0GW, where W is
the weight of the sliding wedge. Although this is slightly less than the
maximum earthquake acceleration of 0.10 , for a consistent value of9
maxt=um ground velocity of 5 In/sec., the mcximum slid *ng displacement of
each of the sloping surfaces is esticated to be less than 0.4 in. Even for
a lcrger earthquehe, the amount of motion under carthquake conditions appcors
to be relatively small or negligible.

(3) It appears that the s:ctic stability cnd the resistance to
piping are the major problems in relation to pc;sibilitics of instchility.
Ar.othat major concern is the possibility of crosion of the downstream sloping
surfecc if lec 1 setticments of the crest could occur, cousing high velocity
Iccal fic 9s 11 the wof r is overtopped. A specicI spillway section could avoid.

this difficulty. qw . GhiD bI|hV5
0 ; bad :2
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() Avoidance of erosion due to overtcpping is also possible
thnu;h uso of riprap of adequate thickness and size of stone. This should
be p*::ad on c filter layer of tnickness adaquate to insure that the
continuity of the filter will not be Interrupted. It c:cy not be possible
to have this assurance with only a 12 In. thicknoss of filtar, unlsss there
is careful Inspection during construction.

(5) To avoid piping and to Insure downstrecm stab!!!ty under stca'dy-
stato seepago, a base drainage filter and too drafn is usually required.
Although this is not shown in Amendt::ent No. 5 It is our understanding that
such a drain and filter of length about one-third the basa width of the wolr
will be used. This will probably be adequate.

(6) Although no specific foundation trestraent is Indicated beyond
the removal of alluvial materials. It appears to us that the foundation will
present no pmblems f rom the point of view of large amounts of seepage or
of stability against earthquake motions of the Intensity considered possible
In the applicatien. .,

Respectfully submitted.

H. H. Newmark

bJw
cc: W. J. Hall

A. J. Hendron Jr.

:
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FISH AND WILDLIFE SETWiCE,

?! ash:*.CTO?i ;;. c. C.

|b. Harold L. Price
Lirceter of Regulati== @} g4 jgg7U. S. Atc=le Energy Cc=ianon
Wa hingtcn, D. C. 20545

L = 7.r. Prics -

Sie is in reply to Mr. Ccce's letter of December 30, 1966, requcating our
cc=ent cn the applier.ti= by Dec Pr. er Cc pany for a construction pemit
cnd cperating licence fcr the proposed Ocenes nuclear Station, Unita 1 and
2, Oconee County, South Carolina, Dochet Hos. 50-269 and 50-270.

The plant vould be located adjccont to tha cc pany's proposed Ecevec Das
cxd Hydreclectric Station, en Hecvec River just upstrean frcs Hartven
Eccertoir. L e plant would employ two proccurized water recotors designed
fo: a ec:bined power cutput cf 5,136 :: ther=21, cr an equiv: lent net
c .pacity of 1,748 =r ele--" -e A rcdicactive vaste disposcl cystem,
fuel hcndling systes and all auniliarica, structures, and other cnsite
fccilities required for a ec=plete and operable nuclear power plant would
be provided.

Cct:icn::c; ccoling v:ter vrild be ec veyed to the station frca the Little
Eiver crn of Ida Ecovee thro'c';n an intd:c ccnduit by 6 circulcting water
p=p;; with a cenbined capacit/ of c.pprcni=ately 2,900 cra. Tae intec
:=cl vould have a M--- vall cercas its scuth vith a 20-fcot opening
lccated 70 feet belev ful' pool elevation. Hornal ecoling vater diccharges
vculd be into the Keovee River arm of Lake Keoueo chout 3,700 feet from
the hydroelectric station intche. Energency diccharge of cooling waters
cnd nor-M discharge of liquid effluent from the vaste treatment facilities
vould be into the Keovee Das tailrace at the headwaters of Hartvell
Reserroir.

.

Fichcry reccurces of Hartwell Resertoir include largemouth bass, crappies,
ccrp, cnd suckers. In addition, striped bass and walleye have been stocked
in the rescrioir and treut in the tail water area. These recources
cuppert =cdcrate sport fishing and a minor cc=creial fichery. The proposed
Ecevca cnd Jecassee Reserioirs vill cupport fichery resourecs very ci=ilar
to thcoc of Hart.tell Re ertoir, with a good possibility for a second-Inycr
cold-vster fishery in Jocassee Reserroir. Thece preposed reservoirs will
prcvido cdditional sport fiching opportunity in this area. Cc=creial
fiching ic cinor in the project area and is not expected to increase
::icnificantAy as a result of the company's proposed hydroelectric project.

.
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Ihc application indicatos that the release cf radiesetive vastes vould not
cn:ced ===icum permissible limits prescribed in Title 10, Part 20, of the
Ccdc of Federal Regulatiens. Althcugh these li=its refer to " * * m levels
of radioactivity that can occur in drinking water for =an without resulting
in cny kncun hamful effects, operation within the limita ccy not always '

.

guarantce that fish and vildlife vill be protected frcs adverse effects.
If the concentration in the receiving vnter vere the only censideratica,
=ri:rr. permissible li=its would be adequate criteria for deter =ining the

safe rate of discharge. However, radioisotopes of =any cic=ents are
c=centrated and stored by organi=a that require these ele =ents for their i
r.cr-1 =ctabolic activities. Sc=e organisms concentrate and store radio-
isotopes of elements.not normally required but which are chemically similm-
to cle=ents essential for metabolism. In both cases, tha radionuclides are
transferred from one organi= to another thrcugh various levels of the food
chain just as are the nonradioactive elc=cnts. These transfers =sy result
in further concentration of radionuclides and a vide dispersion from the
project area particularly by =1gratorf fish, w-mla, and birds.

In view of the above, we believe that pre- and post-operational radiological
surtcys should be conducted by the applicant cnd include studies of the
effects of radionuclides on selected organisms which require the vaste
elements or simile elements for their metabolic activities. These surtcys
should be pinnned in cooperation with the Fish and Wildlife Service, the
Federal Water Pollution Control Ad=inistration, and the South Carolina
Wildlife Resources Depart =ent.

If the post-operational surveys establish that the release of radioactive
effluent at levels permitted under Title 10, Part 20, Code of Federal
Regulations, results in harmful concentrations of radioactivity in fish

-f

=d vildlife, the data from the radiological surveys should serte as a
guide to reduce the discharge of radioactivity to acceptable levels.

In view of the i=portance of the sport fisher / of Hartwell Reservoir and
the fisher / potential of Lakes Keowee and Jocassee, it is imperative that
over/ possible effort be made to protect these valuable resources from
radioactive contamination. Therefore, it is recormanded that the hke '

Pcver Co=pany be required to: .

1. Cooperate with the Fish and Wildlife Sertice, the Federal
Water Pollution Control Ad=inistr. ton, the South Carolina -

Wildlife Resources Department, ad otner interested State
agencies in developing plans for radiological surreys.

2. Conduct or arrange for the conduct of pre-operational radio-
logical surteys of selected organisms that concentrate and "

store radioactive isotopes, and of the environment including
water and sediment samples. These surveys should be conducted -

by scientists knowledgeable in the fish and wildlife field.

' 2 d .

,
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3 Preparc a report of the prc-oper:tional radiological survey
and provide five copics to the Scoretary of the Interior for
evaluation prior to project operation.

4. Ccnduct radiological cur /c'/s, cinilar to thoce specified in
roccamendation 2 above, analy c the data, and prepare and
sub=it reports cycry threc =ontha during the first year of
reactor operation and every six months thereafter or until
it has been conclusively demonstrated that no significant
adverec conditions exist. Submit five copica of these reports
to the Secretar/ of the Inter?.or for distribution to the
appropriate State and Federal agencies for evaluation.

' 5. Reduce the discharge of radioactive vastes to acceptable
.

<

levels, if the post-operational curveys establish that the
relcace of radioactive effluent at levels permitted under
Title 10, Part 20, Code of Federal Regulations, results in ,

harmful concentrations of radioactivity in fish and wildlife.

Uc understand it is the Commission's opinion that its regulatory authority
involves only those hazards accociated with radioactive caterials. We
have roccamended in past applications that thermal pollution and other
detrimental effects from plant construction and operation be called to the
attention of the applicant. In this case, however, we believe that the
applicant is aware of the problem, since an analysis of therre.1 cffects
resulting from the operation and of the proposed nuclcar plant was conducted
by the Fich and Wildlife Service in conjunction with the Duke Power Cortga:r/
application for a license frca the Federal-Power Com=iscion for the Koevee-
Tonaway hydroelectric project, FPC Project Iio. 2503.

Tais evaluation uns based on condenser cooling unter intake from the Keevee
River arm of Lake Keouce and discharge into Littic River arm. Under these
conditions the only anticipated detrimental effects upon the prospective
fichery recources within Lake Keouce were the limitation of productivity
in a relatively s~n11 area around the discharge point. Ilo cignificant
hc=ful effcets were expected in Hartwell Reservoir or the proposed
Jocas ce Recertoir. Tae present plans for the prcposed nuclear plant
centainc ceveral modifications to the plan originally evaluated by the
Fich and Uildlife Serrice. This application is for license of Units 1 and
2 of a total of three considered in the prior analysis. Tae volume of
cooling water required vill be less, but the condenser's cooling vater
intche and discharge points have been reversed and diccharge outlets have
been provided into the tailrace of Keovec Dam for emergency cooling water
release and for routing discharge of liquid effluents from the nuclear
plant's waste treatment facilities.

.

\ .
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h.i th: prc ent plan it is not anticipated that there vill be c.r.y - ..

in de effecta of the project upcn fichcr/ reccurcca in Lahc Ecouca c: -

Ccce. :cc. Koucvcr, it is obvious that thoce project citeraticna change the
:=:Zcre.tica that rrant be given to possible d= ccc to fichcr/ rc:ourcca
in zc.c Ec ,vec tailrace cnd in Hartuc11 Eccervoir. D cc Pcuer Ccepany has

scin d with a group of industric:: which, under th,c guidance of Jchn liophin:
University, is invcatiGati 3 prob 1c== relating to uhe dicaipation of ucate
hcd in the cquatic enviro =cnt. Proproject curve /c of physical =d bic-
10cice.1 conditions are in progress in the Keovec-Jocacace crea, cnd fir
p1== have been cade for their continuance when the project is in operation.
Tc.c applicant has expressed the desire to cocperate 1'clly with the Fich
cua liildlifc Service and the Scuth Carolina Uildlife Rescurce Departccat

in planning and carrfing out thece studica, and to make their findings
available to these organi:stions.

Ue conmond the applicant for its initiativo in planning the pre- cnd post-
operational curveys of the environment, and for their cooperation. If the
post-operational survey; estchlish thct the heated unter diccharged into
Lake Keonce _or its tiilrace rceults in any changen in the environ =ent of
the tailrace or Hartuc H Recorvoir that are siCnificantly detrimental to
fich =d vildlife, as determined by the Secrctcry of the Interior or the
Ocuth Carolina liildlife Reccurecs Department, corrective teasures should
be taken to reduce the tc=perature of the effluent to an acceptable icycl.

We request that the Cc= mission urge the Duke Power Company to: '

1 Conduct pro- and post-operational curveys of the environ =cnt
cnd include sufficient monitoring progrs=s on effluenta and
recciving vators of Lche Keovco and Hartuell Rccorvoir, and -f
collect related climatological dcta necessarf for the Sccrotcr/
of the Interior to evaluate the effects of the operction of
the two tulits, prior to the approval cf additional units.

2. Mf.ce any modifications in project structure end operations as
may be determined necessarf as a result of the surveys.

Tac opportunity for presenting our views is appreciated.

. Sincerely yours,
-
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uZ. UNITED STATES

h. 'UI' .| DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
' W:Ed %'/ FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

-@ WASHINGTCN. D.C. 202*0 ...

JUN 7 1967

Ve. Harold L. Price
- Director. of Regulations

U. S. Atcmic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 205k5

Lear Mr. Price:

2 13 is in response to Mr. Roger Bo'/d's letter of May 8, transmitting
Amendment No. 3 to the Preliminary Safety isnalysis Report, submitted
by the Duke Power Company for its proposed Oconee nuclear Station,
Oconee County, South Carolina. A=endment No. 3 includes an application
for a third pressurized water reactor to be known as "Oconee Nuclear
Station, Unit No. 3". In our letter of April 29, we com=ented only on
the effects that Units 1 and 2 would have upon fish and wildlife
resources in the project area. We have the following additional
ccaments concerning Unit No. 3 i

,

Tae nddition of a third unit would raise the capacity of the nuclear
,

station to 2,c22 megawatts 3 thereby increasing the possibility of |
damage to the fishery in the Keovee tailrace and Hartwell Reservoir / .!

frcm themal effects. We reaffim our request that the Duke Power ~ f|
Company: (1) conduct pre- and post-operational surveys, including '|
sufficient monitoring of effluents and receiving waters of Lake Keowce i

and Hartwell Reservoir and collection of related climatological data,
'

necessary for the Secretary of the Interior to evaluate the effects of
the operation of the two units prior to construction of the third or
any additional units; and (2) make any modifications in project struc-
tures and operations as may be detemined necessary as a result of the
surveys.

Tao opportunity for presenting our views is appreciated.

Sincerely yours, |

.
.. Q . c

w' 3 af /u'y. w~ e t.

Commissioner' .
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